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ABSTRACT
A high precision profilometry system was developed primarily for the inspection of
two-sided sample specimens. Based upon system specifications and requirements, it
was found that the most suitable profilometry technique was atomic force microscopy
(AFM). The major components of the profilometer were: 1) a commercial atomic force
microscope, 2) customized sample positioning hardware, 3) image processing and
control software, and 4) system calibration procedures.
The primary focus of this thesis is on the design and implementation of the customized
blade positioning hardware, consisting of two linear stages stacked to form an X-Y table
and a novel 'flip' stage which allows both sides of the sample to be measured by the
AFM. The flip stage uses a kinematic coupling design to achieve the necessary
positioning precision and stability. A homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM)
method was developed for calculating the profiling errors due to stage positioning
errors.
The actual performance and calibration of the profilometer system was investigated
through various tests, including: 1) measurement / positioning repeatibility tests of
individual components, 2) measurement accuracy tests (documented in a seperate
report), and 3) other tests, such as determination of measurement sensitivity, drift rates,
and system natural frequency.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Kamal Youcef-Toumi
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
This report documents the design and implementation of the custom hardware
components developed for a high resolution, high precision two-sided sample
profilometer system.
The geometric profile of the two-sided sample can be described by two
parameters: D, which is the horizontal distance from the identified tip, and T, which is
the vertical distance from the surface of the sample to the hypothetical line that
intersects the identified tip and runs parallel to the sample support body. D and T can
be further decomposed as follows:
D = DO + ED1 + ED2 (1.1)
T = TO + ET1 + TT2 (1.2)
DO and TO refer to the true dimensions of the sample ED1 and ET1 refer to the errors
associated with the location of the tip, and ED2 and TT2 refer to the general systematic /
random errors (i.e. 'uncertainty') associated with the measurement technique used.
These parameters are graphically shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2. The target
specifications for the profilometry system are listed in Table 1.1 below:
Table 1.1 Profilometry system target specifications
In addition to the above specifications, the following constraints were also present:
1) time to complete project: = 1 year;
2) reliability and ease-of-use.
1.2 Scope of Work
As mentioned earlier, this report deals primarily -;ith the custom hardware
developed for the profilometer. The major hardware components of the profilometer
are:
Range:
DO,max 20 gim from tip
TO,max 0 to = 4.0 gIm
Resolution:
DO 5 0.02 gim (20 nm
TO 5 0.001 jim (1 nm)
Errors:
ED1 5 + 0.02 jim (20 nm)
ED2 5 ± 0.005 jim (5 nm)
ET1 5 ± 0.02 jim (20 nm)
ET2 < ± 0.005 jim (5 nm)
D & T linearity 5 1% (with respect to the full measurement range)
Measurement technique
restrictions: must be non-destructive
Figure 1.1 Sample profile measurement definitions
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1) measurement probe subsystem;
2) sample positioning subsystem;
3) electronic / optics subsystem.
Each of these components is further discussed in the following chapters; chapter two
deals primarily with the measurement probe subsystem, a brief mention is made of the
electronic / optics subsystem; chapters three and four discuss the sample positioning
subsystem, and chapter five presents the actual implementation of the entire hardware
unit and an evaluation of its performance. Finally, conclusions and recommendations
are given in chapter six.
It should be mentioned that a very important part of the entire profilometer
system is the actual profiling process / procedure, as implemented through software.
Issues here includes selection of profiling parameters, identification of the tip and
subsequent generation of the sample profile, and an examination of the sources and
effects of measurement errors. These topics are covered in a seperate report [Al].
2 Profilometer Design
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the profilometry method and physical configuration for the
profilometer are chosen. This is followed by a brief description of the actual
measurement probe and associated electronics / optics subsystems.
2.2 Profilometry Methods
Profilometry techniques that were considered included the well-established
methods (i.e. scanning electron microscope, mechanical stylus, optical stylus, and the
atomic force microscope), as well as methods under research and development (e.g.
scanning near-field optical microscope). In the following subsections, a brief description
of the operating principle, and strengths and weaknesses of each profiling technique is
given.
2.2.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
In scanning electron microscopy (SEM), an electron beam bombards the sample
surface, resulting in secondary surface electron emissions; these emissions are then
collected to form the data image. SEM's are powerful metrology instruments, capable of
resolutions as high as 5 nm [A2] and a linewidth measurement linearity of 1% [A3]. For
three-dimensional profilometry, SEM is not a viable option because the SEM data is
inherently two-dimensional in nature; to obtain an accurate profile the sample must be
imaged through a cross-section (i.e. the sample must be physically modified, which is
unacceptable). Despite this shortcoming, SEM data still provides a highly informative,
'photorealistic' image of the sample surface, thus SEM complements (rather than
competes) with the profilometry technique that will be developed.
2.2.2 Conventional Mechanical Stylus
In the conventional stylus method, a stylus with a sharp tip is mechanically
dragged along the surface. This is shown in Figure 2.1. The deflection of the hinged
stylus arm is measured and recorded as the surface profile. The use of a hinged stylus
arm allows measurement of very rough surfaces (peak-to-peak heights > 1 mm) . On the
other hand, since the hinged stylus arm is partially supported by the stylus itself,
physical rigidity limits the minimum stylus tip radius and hence the lateral resolution to
about 0.1 pm [A4]. Probe-to-surface contact forces range from 10-3 to 10-6 N [A5].
2.2.3 Optical Methods
In optical profilometry, many different optical phenomena (such as interference
and internal reflection) can be utilized. The most popular technique is based on
phase-measuring interferometry, where a light beam reflecting off the sample surface
is interfered with a phase-varied reference beam as shown in Figure 2..2, and the
surface profile is deduced from the fringe patterns produced. With a collimated light
beam (i.e. the light is made to travel in parallel lines) and a large photodetector array,
the entire surface can be profiled simultaneously. This and other conventional optical
methods are limited in lateral resolution by the diffraction limit of the visible light used (
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= 0.5 yu m) [A4]. In addition, measurement values are dependent on the surface
reflectivity of the material being profiled.
2.2.4 Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM)
Based upon the lateral resolution requirement only (5 0.02 pm), it should be
obvious that the conventional methods described above are not suitable profiling
solutions. Currently, only the recently developed scanning probe microscopes can meet
the 20 nmn lateral resolution requirement, see Figure 2.3. In these microscopes, an
atomically sharp (or nearly so) tip is moved over the sample surface with a piezoelectric
fine positioner, seperated from the surface by a small gap (which is on the order of
nanometers or less). Scanning probe microscopes investigated were the contact atomic
force microscope, the scanning tunneling microscope (STM), scanning near-field optical
microscope (SNOM), scanning capacitance microscope, scanning thermal microscope,
and other variations of atomic force microscope, such as non-contact (long range) atomic
force, magnetic and electrostatic force microscopes.
In the contact mode atomic force microscope, a cantilver beam mounted
microstylus is moved relative to the sample surface using piezoactuators, see Figure 2.4;
with the deflection of the cantilever is taken to be a measure of the surface topography.
Atomic force microscopy offers ultrahigh lateral and vertical resolution (<1 nm possible),
however, the maximum surface roughness that can be profiled is much less than that of
the conventional stylus due to the limited deflection of the stylus cantilever, see Figure
2.3. Probe-to-surface contact forces range from 10-8 N to 10-11 N.
In the scanning tunneling microscope (STM), the quantum tunneling current
between the probe tip and sample is measured. The STM is attractive because it is a non-
contact device (i.e. no surface damage, potential for high speed profiling) with the
highest resolution of all the 'scan probe' microscopes, however, it can only be used on
electrically conducting surfaces.
In the scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM), the focusing limit of
conventional far-field optics is bypassed by bringing a 20 nm diameter light aperature
approximately 5 nm from the surface; the resulting transmitted or reflected light is then
collected to form an image. SNOM technology is still very much in the research stage--
the minimum achievable lateral resolution so far, 12 nm, has been limited by the ability
to form the light apertures reproducibly [A6], although it should be noted that
commercial SNOM's have begun to appear in the marketplace [A7].
In the non-contact atomic force microscope, long range Van de Waals forces are
measured by vibrating the cantilever stylus in a vertical direction, near its resonance
frequency, and detecting the change in vibrational amptitude of the beam due to a
change in the force gradient (i.e. because of changes in the surface profile) [A8]. The non-
contact atomic force microscope offers non-invasiveness profiling; compared to contact
atomic force microscopy however, the technique has several disadvantages. First, Van
de Waals forces are hard-to-measure 'weak' forces, hence the microcope is more
susceptible to noise. Secondly, the probe tip must be servoed to a fixed height above the
sample (typically a few nanometers)-- this must be done slowly to avoid 'crashing' the
tip. Thirdly, since ihe tip is always floating above the surface, the effective tip radius is
increased and hence the achievable lateral resolution is decreased as well [A9].
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Finally, in the scanning thermal microscope, the measured temperature of an AC
current heated tip is a function of gap spacing [A10]. The magnetic and electrostatic
force microscope measure the force due to a magnetic and electrostatic potential field,
respectively [All,A12]. The electrostatic force microscope is different from the scanning
capacitance microscope [A13], which measures the capacitance between the probe tip
and sample. These methods were not designed to measure topography directly-- the
sensed quantity is actually a function of both the surface topography and other surface
properties (e.g. local dielectric constant).
2.3 Selection of Profilometry Method
The profilometry technique(s) which will be used was selected based upon the
following criteria (in order of importance):
1) profiling requirements: measurement range, resolution, repeatibility, and non-
destructive profiling;
2) sample surface characteristics: sample with/without non-conductive thin-film,
range of surface roughness which has to be measured;
3) profilometer requirements: offline measurement, one machine for both
conductive and non-conductive samples;
4) time to completion/cost.
A comparison of the different possible profiling methods showed contact atomic force microscopy
to be the most promising profilometry technique. The reasons for this, in terms of the
selection criteria above, are as follows:
1) profiling requirements: a 20 pm x 20 pmn x 4 pm (height) profiling volume, with
20 nm lateral resolution can be achieved with existing scanning piezoactuator
designs [A14]; a 20 nm resolution for the force sensing stylus is also
achievable-- micromachined tips with radius <10.0 nm have been consistently
produced[A15]. In addition, closed-loop control of the piezoactuator will
minimize the effects of piezoactuator nonlinearities and drift (alternately,
image processing techniques can be used), thus insuring high measurement
repeatibility. Lastly, even though contact measurement is used, this is still
expected to result in non-destructive profiling-- more fragile biological
samples have been imagedwithout damage using contact forces as high as
10-8 [A16].
2) surface sample characteristics: the AFM can be used to profile both conductive
and nonconductive surfaces; thin film characterization is one field where
AFM's are actively being used [A17]; the surface roughness that can be
measured is dependent on the overall size of the stylus (this is a problem
common to all scanning probe microscopes)-- note however that high height-
to-width aspect ratio micromachined tips [A18] which will minimize this
problem.
3) profilometer requirements: since measurements are performed offline, profiling
speed may not be a major issue; current AFM systems have scan rates from 1
Hz to 10 kHz [A19]. As mentioned in (2), because the AFM is capable of
profiling both conducting and nonconducting surfaces, only one machine is
required.
4) time to completion/cost: all the technologies mentioned in (1) to (3) above are
either well established or under rapid development, thus the creation of a
working system within one year's time is definitely possible.
Note that scanning tunneling microscopy has similar attractive features; so the STM
could be used to profile the uncoated (i.e. electrically conductive) samples; (hardware
changes to the profilometer would be minimial). For consistent measurements however,
AFM would be the first method of choice, because even the uncoated sample might have
a nonconductive oxide/contamination layer/spot that would render the STM
inoperative [A191].
2.4 Profilometer Configuration
Having selected a profilometry method, the next step was to decide on a physical
configuration for the profilometer. An exhaustive listing of all possible probe(s) /
sample arrangements is given in Figure 2.5; each configuration was then subsequently
examined for feasibility and technical merit.
As its name suggest, the two scanner / two probe / stationary sample
configuration would have each side of the sample profiled by a seperate probe. A
simultaneous scanning two probe AFM is definitely doable [A20], however, the
hardware cost of two measurement probe systems could be prohibitively high. Other
critical issues include alignment and calibration of the two probes.
In the one scanner / three-contact point probe / stationary sample configuration,
a special three-contact point probe profiles the sample by moving from one side of the
sample to the other. Macroscopic versions of such probes are used in industrial
coordinate measuring machines (CMM) to measure hard-to-reach spots, and an SPM
system with a three-contact point probe has been developed by [A21], see Figure 2.6.
The advantage of this configuration-- the use of only one scanner and probe along with a
stationary sample, is offset by the need to develop a reliable sensing / control scheme for
the three-contact point probe-- this is not a trivial task!
In the one scanner / one probe / 'flip' sample configuration, a special positioning
device 'flips' the sample from one side to the other, allowing a single conventional AFM
unit to be used. The technical issues which must be resolved include accurate
reconstruction of the sample profile and the precision positioning / alignment of the
sample.
A variation of the above concept would be to have the sample rotating
continuously while the AFM is operating. Because the sample has an essentially 'thin'
profile (i.e. a high D to T ratio), maintaining contact between the AFM probe and the
sample would require complex (non-circular) positioning of the sample with nanometer
level accuracies; this configuration would only be advantageous for profiling near the
tip region, where the profile is circular in nature.
Lastly, in the one scanner / two probe / 'stationary' sample configuration, two
probes are mounted face-to-face on a single scanner, with the sample profiled one side at
a time. In this configuration only one scanner is utilized, and the sample is required to
move through a small range of motion; technical problems that must be overcome
include development of a two probe head, operation of the AFM with the probe 'upside
down', and alignment and calibration of the two probes.
In conclusion, the three-contact point probe and continuous sample rotation
configurations were not pursued further because they presented significant technical
difficulties without offering any substantial advantages. For the two probe
configurations (either with one scanner or two), their primary advantage is that the
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sample only needs to be moved (if at all) through a small range of motion. This means
that it can be positioned with great accuracies (for example, high sensitivity, short range
screw type angular adjustments can be used). Also, the sample can be fixtured more
rigidly than with a movable mount. A closer examination of the two probe
configuration however revealed the following disadvantages:
1) probe alignment: the critical issue of probe alignment was investigated
experimentally; using an optical microscope, probe alignment on the order of
+ 5 pm was achieved, (this is unacceptable), greater alignment accuracies
would require a novel alignment scheme or the alignment under the visiual
inspection of an SEM; (see Appendix A for more information);
2) probe calibration: the micromachined cantilever force sensors used in AFM's
show large variations in their sensitivity (on the order of 20 - 50% [A2]); a two
probe configuration would obviously suffer from this additional source of
error; note that experimental methods for determining the cantilever force
constant are currently being researched;
3) development time: in the opinion of Marco Tortenese (coinventor of the
'Piezolever', a type of AFM force sensor [A22]) and manager of AFM probes
at Park Scientific Instruments [A23]), development of a two probe system
would involve considerable resources; in addition, if commercial AFM
components were used, this would surely involve close cooperation with the
AFM manufacturer;
4) hardware requirements: as mentioned earlier, hardware costs could be
prohibitively high because of the need for two scanner units, cameras, and /
or electronics. More importantly, it was realized that the AFM would be
used for purposes other than two-sided sample profilometry, therefore use of
the two probe configuration may require a seperate probe unit for general
measurements.
Thus it was concluded that the most reasonable configuration to implement was the
'flip' sample concept. The use of a single conventional AFM unit significantly shortens
the time and resources required to develop the profilometer, in addition, only one
scanner / probe needs to be calibrated. On the other hand, a high precision sample
positioner device needs to be developed.
2.5 Measurement Probe Hardware Description
In order to minimize development time and maximize reliability / ease-of-use, it
was decided that a commercially available AFM should be used if at all possible. A
detailed survey of AFM's from leading vendors Digital Instruments [A24], Park
Scientific Instruments, and Topometrix [A7] revealed that the profilometer
requirements were best met by the Park Scientific Instruments 'XL', see Figure 2.7. In
addition to satisfying all the AFM profiling specifications, the XL has the following
noteworthy features:
1) closed-loop / independent sensor monitoring of piezoelectric scanner motion
minimizes positioning errors under all scan conditions;
2) 'user-friendly' operations including pre-aligned probe / scanner head,
automated operation thru a Windows interfaced computer program (that
includes post-processing), high magnification optics for sample feature /
probe alignment, and turnkey operation with built-in customized /
preconfigurated electronics;
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3) design for industrial environments with integral vibration / acoustic shielding
and large sample positioning stage;
Note that at the time this is being written, an improved version of the XL, called the
'M5', will be introduced to the market shortly; this instrument features multi-mode
imaging capabilites (i.e. contact / tapping mode AFM, non-contact mode AFM, LFM and
MFM) and improved enviromental noise shielding. Detailed descriptions of the
commercial AFM survey and the XL itself are given in a seperate report [Al].
2.6 Summary
Contact mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) was found to be the most ideal
technique for profilometry. Then it was determined that the optimal (in terms of
technical performance, time / resources available, and reliability / ease of use)
profilometer hardware configuration should consist of a commercial AFM (the Park
Scientific Instruments XL) and a custom sample positioning system-- a sample 'flip'
stage plus X-Y positioning stages.
3 Sample Positioner Design Concept
3.1 Introduction
The design concept for the sample positioning subsystem is developed in this
chapter. First, the necessary engineering specifications are drawn up, this is then
followed by an overview of precision positioning methods. From this overview,
potential design concepts of the sample positioner are synthesized and subsequently
evaluated to arrive at a suitable solution.
3.2 Sample Positioning Requirements
The engineering specifications for the sample positioner consist of the range of
motion (both angular and linear), and the required positioning resolution and precision.
These specifications were developed with respect to the sample positioning and AFM
scanner coordinate systems shown in Figure 3.1. The coordinate system origin lies on
the centerline of rotation, with the 'X' axis parallel to the reference mounting surface (i.e.
the granite table) and pointing into the sample, the 'Y' axis on the centerline of rotation
(i.e. along the sample edge), and the 'Z' axis normal to the granite surface. Note that
when the sample is flipped, the coordinate system does not change orientation.
The angular positioning range for the sample is determined by the minimum
sample tilt angle a (defined positive with the sample is tilted downwards). Mechanical
clearance between the scanner and the sample body dictates a minimum tilt angle of
about 80; thus the sample must be 'flipped' through a maximum angle of 1640. For a D
profiling range of 20 4 m, the maximum allowable tilt angle of the long range scanner(100 pm x 100 rm x 8 pmi (vertical Z range)) is 240 (see Figure 3.2); for the short range
scanner (10 pm x 10 pm x 2.5 gm) the maximum allowable tilt angle is 15 ° (for a max. D
profiling range of 10 pm, of course).
Profiling the sample vertically (i.e. a = 900) was also considered, but it was
realized that doing so would result in significant measurement error due to AFM probe
/ sample tip shape convolution. This can be understood by modelling the probe and
sample tip as circular arcs of radii R1 and R2; from Figure 3.3 it can be seen that the
resultant profile image would have an effective radius of R1 + R2 [B1]. The convolution
problem is examined in greater detail in a seperate thesis [Al].
For the X / Y positioning range, this is dictated by three requirements: the
sample profiling range, the general sample profiling range, and ease-of-loading sample
requirements. For the two-sided sample profiling, a conservative estimate for the
required X profiling range is = 280 pm, in the Y direction, the edge length which can be
profiled is limited to about 0.75". For general sample profiling, a minimum X/Y
positioning range of about 2" x 2" is desirable. Finally, for ease-of-loading, one of the
axis should move out about 6" from under the scanner head towards the user (this is
due to the particular dimensions of the XL).
The resolution and precision with which the sample must be positioned was
determined by the original profiling specifications and the profiling procedure. Of the
six positioning errors, three translational (S~, 8y, 8z) and three rotational (Ex, Ey, Ez), the
most important errors are Ey, (the sample tilt angle error) and •y (the sample edge shift
error due to the flipping operation), followed by Ex(the sample yaw angle error) and Ez
(the sample roll angle error). The planar AFM probe-to-sample tip alignment error (Sx)
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is not as critical because coarse alignment is always done visually before measurements
are taken; (fine alignment is accomplished with the AFM). Finally, k6 is not important
because measurements are made with respect to a relative reference (the located sample
tip). Target design values for the positioning errors are given in Table 3.1 below. For the
initial design development phase (described in this chapter), emphysis will be placed on meeting
the target positioning error specifications of ey and 3j, (because these are the most critical errors).
Error Name Target Design Explanation / Numerical Calculation of Target Design Positioning
Positioning Error
Error
Sample tilt angle + 20 arc-sec. Assuming that the sample is tilted flat with the sample tip on the
error ( Ey) centerline of rotation, an angular error of ± 20 arc-sec. would produce
an ET2 error of - 2 nm at D = 20 pm, this 2 nm value was allocated
from the maximum specified ET2 of
+ 5 nm (the rest of the error is allocated to the AFM).
Sample edge +1 pm This is the shift in position along the sample edge due to the flip
shift error ( 8) operation. The target values were deemed reasonable given the) performance of high precision bearings (i.e. axial runout); in addition,
the effect of this error is mitigated by the use of averaging in the
recorded measurement.
Sample yaw - + 40 arc-sec. Using a similar procedure as with Ey , an ED2 error of + 4 rnm from Ez
angle error (Ez) was considered reasonable; Ez is not as important an error as Ey
because when tilted at the proper angle the sample is essentially flat
(no large variations in the more critical dimension T).
One assumption made here is that the sample edge alignment stops
are sufficiently large so the average sample edge is aligned with the
centerline of rotation.
Sample roll =40 arc-sec. Calculation similar to above, resulting in an ET2 error of + 4 nm; the
angle error( eEx) effect of this error is mitigated by the use of averaging in the recorded
measurement.
planar AFM ±2 pm (initial There are actually two errors here, one for the initial alignment before
probe-to-sample AFM probe-to profiling (a value of ± 2 pm was selected, this is described below), and
tip alignment sample tip another due to the flip operation (a value of about ± 10 pm is
error (5x) alignment) reasonable enough so that the operator does not have to move the
sample excessively to align).
+ 10 pm (flip
offset)
vertical AFM Not applicable Measurements are made with respect to a relative reference (the
probe-to-sample located sample tip), so this is not an important error.
tip alignment
error (8z)
Table 3.1 Target design values for the positioning errors
The values listed in Table 3.1 are the resultant errors; to actually determine the
source of errors-- the errors due to a specific positioning device, a homogeneous
transformation matrix (HTM) based error calculation procedure was developed, see
chapter 4. In general, the most important geometric source of error is the linear
amplification of an angular error, also known as a sine error or the Abbe principle. For a
small angular error e, the formula for this is simply:
8=1 E (3.1)
where 8 is the linear error and I is the amplification arm measured from the point of
interest to the source of the error (typically at the bearings). The Abbe principle can be
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put to good effect in angular positioning by maximizing 1, thereby minimizing the
angular error (or thought another way, maximizing the sensitivity) from a positioning /
sensing element placed at 1.
The required positioning resolution is dictated by the accuracy / precision
desired, (ideally it should be about two to ten times smaller than the accuracy desired),
so referring to Table 3.1 again, the desired 'flip' stage resolution is = 2 - 10 arc.-sec. (based
on Ey), for the y stage about 0.1 - 0.5 pm (based on Sy), and finally for the X stage about
0.5 - 1 pm (based on sx). Note that a unique requirement for the X axis is the initial
alignment of the AFM probe tip with the sample tip; experimental investigations had
shown that the probe tip can be as much as 10 pm off the edge without seriously
damaging the probe tip; to be on the safe side, an initial AFM probe-to-sample tip
alignment goal of 1 - 3 pm in the X direction was sought.
In addition to meeting all of the specifications above, the dimensions of the
sample positioner was bounded by the following space constraints:
1) the sample positioning system can have a maximum vertical heigh of 4", with
the AFM head positionable from = 2.63" to 4" above the reference granite
surface;
2) when the AFM probe is in contact with the sample, vertical clearance between
the AFM Z stage assembly and the probe contact point (i.e. 'flip' stage axis of
rotation) is about 0.38" for about a 4" length on the axis of rotation (centered
about the contact point); beyond that there is a 0.75" vertical clearance on one
side of the Z stage.
Extensive modification of the XL was not allowed because this would have introduced
lengthy delays into the project.
3.3 Precision Positioning Methodologies
Precision positioning for dimensional metrology can be achieved via one (or
combination) of three general schemes: electromechanical positioning, mechanical
positioning, and error-mapping. The advantages and disadvantages of each scheme
should be kept in mind when specific positioning devices and design concepts are
discussed in subsequent sections.
With electromechanical positioning, high precision / sensitive actuator(s) and
sensor(s) are used to servo in onto the desired position (i.e. closed-loop control).
Advantages include high positioning flexibility and reduced or no wear problems. The
principal disadvantage of this technique are possible instablity and stiffness problems
due to an untuned controller and/or system nonlinearities and noise.
In precision positioning by mechanical design, positioning accuracy is achieved
via. mechanical means (e.g. jaw type couplings, kinematic couplings, pins, etc.).
Advantages include simplicity in controls and operation, and potentially higher
mechanical stability and stiffness than with other methods. Disadvantages include
limited positioning flexibility and possible wear problems.
Lastly, in precision positioning by error-mapping, positioning accuracy is
improved via. online or offline (i.e. post-processing) compensation of highly repeatible
errors. A related offline compensation technique is to have a high precision sensor
monitor the position of an open-loop actuator. Use of offline compensation for
dimensional metrology assumes that positioning accuracies are sufficient so as not to
affect the measurement process. The principal advantage of this method is low cost
implementation thru software. Error-mapping however can only be used to enhance
positioning accuracy.
3.4 'Flip' Stage Design Concepts
Design concepts for the 'flip' stage are developed in this section. The use of
existing off-the-shelf rotary positioning devices was looked into first, but it was found
that these devices did not meet the profiling specifications or space constraints, hence
the need for custom hardware.
Off-the-shelf rotary positioning devices can be divided into three goups, rotary
tables, gimbal mounts, and short range positioners (i.e. tilt stands). Rotary tables are
3600 range angular positioning devices which utilize a wide variety of positioning
technologies (e.g. motorized gear drive, direct-drive, jaw-coupling). They were found to
be unsuitable for use as a sample 'flip' stage in terms of the following:
1) engineering specifications: a 1" to 2" base diameter would be the ideal size,
motorized rotary stages however usually have base diameters of 3" and
larger; a small rotary stage [B2] (the 'world's smallest') of 1" base diameter
was found, but this did not the meet specifications (e.g. angular positioning
accuracies of ± 37 arc-sec. > target accuracy of ± 20 arc-sec.1)
2) cantilever effect: size constraints imposed by the AFM and the sample
specimen meant that the sample must be mounted on a significant cantilever
(i.e. the structure that supports the sample, approx. 2" long, is greater than or
equal to the rotary stage base diameter of 1 to 2"); this was highly undesirable
because of the potential for large scale mechanical vibrations at the free end.
Short range angular positioners, including gonimeters (typical range ± 450) and tilt
stands (typical range ± 2.50) could not be used because of the 1640 angular range of
motion required. A noteworthy feature of gonimeters (they look like cradles) is that
they have a virtual axis of rotation; this means that if the sample could be referenced
against its back edge, then the entire length of the sample can be profiled.
Gimbal type mounts are structually different from rotary tables in that the
payload is supported at both ends by bearings. Off-the-shelf gimbal mounts are
typically used for optical components and feature 3600 pitch and yaw movements; these
were too bulky in size to adopt for usage.
3.4.1 'Flip' Stage Design Concept #1: Precision Gimbal Mount
In this design concept, the sample is servo positioned with a precision gimbal
mount configuration 'flip' stage (see Figure 3.4) The basic components of the gimbal
type mount-- actuator / drivetrain combination, feedback position sensors, and end-
support bearings, were each examined in detail. For the highest precision, a direct drive
torque motor with the rotary encoder mounted directly on the output shaft should be
used, along with seperate precision sensors for rotary position homing and axial runout.
1 On this rotary stage the positioning encoder is NOT located on the output shaft but on the motor end
instead; since specifications were measured using the positioning encoder, actual positioning accuracies are
likely to be worse.
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As for the end support bearings, space limitations dictates the use of deep groove radial
contact bearings-- these bearings however need to be carefully preloaded in order to
minimize friction (while still providing adequate stiffness), axial runout, and wobble.
For the actuator and drivetrain, a low acceleration requirement and small sample
holder inertia (based upon previous designs) meant that a corresponding low maximum
output torque and speed is required(2.64 oz-in. [18.6 mN-m] and 15 rpm, respectively).
The calculations are straightforward and is given in Appendix B. In addition to these
requirements, zero speed positioning stability (i.e. minimal jitter) was essential because
of the high measurement resolution sought (i.e. ET2 < + 5 nm). Actuator / drivetrain
combinations investigated were: 1) conventional microstepping motor with zero
backlash timing belt / metal band transmission, 2) DC servo motor with conventional
gearing, 3) direct drive torque motor, and 4) direct drive ultrasonic motor. From this
survey it was found that the direct drive torque motor offered the highest positioning
precision.
A conventional microstepping motor features zero speed stability and easy
control; however they generate considerable heat and their noncumulative positioning
accuracy, even in microstepping mode, is typically ± 3 - 5% of the full step angle [B3]
(thus for a high resolution 5-phase, 0.720 full step angle stepping motor, the best
unloaded motor positioning accuracy is 78 arc-sec.)2 .
A DC servo motor with a gear speed reducer (a timing belt provides inadequate
speed reduction) is likely to have low positioning accuracy / repeatibility due to friction,
wobble, and backlash in the gearing.
With a direct drive torque motor3 no gearing is used, so in theory the positioning
resolution is limited only by the rotary encoder resolution; (note that this is true for
brushless motors only, for brushed motors, there is a limit due to the brush contact area).
Unlike a gear reducer where rotational stiffness is achieved via. mechanical means (i.e.
gears), a direct drive torque motor system relies on the servo to provide the rotational
stiffness.
Lastly, the use of a direct drive ultrasonic motor was considered. In these
motors, rotary motion is generated through the elastic wave movement (i.e. electrically
induced modal vibration) of a ring shaped piezoelectric element, see Figure 3.5; note that
other piezo configurations are possible, but the ring shape is most common. Ultrasonic
motors offer some unique advantages, such as high torque at low speeds (making direct
drive possible), 'locked' position even with no power to the motor (due to the frictional
preload force between the rotor and stator), and the potential for precision positioning
(due to the fine control possible with the piezoelement ) [B4]. Since these motors rely on
friction for movement, this means that the minimal incremental motion is limited by the
surface properties of the rotor / stator interface and also that motor life is somewhat
limited due to wear. To the best of the author's knowledge, currently available rotary
ultrasonic motors (e.g. the 30 mm O.D. Shinsei USR-30 with a 49 mN-m rated torque and
2000 h life) have not been used for precision positioning. Note however that high
precision (5 nm resolution) linear motors are commercially available[B30].
2For repeatibility, [B3] states that this is typically ± 5 arc-sec. (motor unloaded, one revolution returning to
start point from same direction); however, when the total system is considered (with drivetrain, bearing,
load), the positioning repeatibility is likely to be worse.
3Small direct drive torque motors can be obtained from Inland motors (e.g. 6.6 oz-in. peak torque 1.125"
O.D. miniature torque motors are available), there are other vendors as well.
Figure 3.4: Flip stage design concept #1:
precision gimbal mount
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Another major component of the precision gimbal mount stage are the rotary and
linear position feedback sensors. For the rotary sensor, space constraints limits the
available choices to incremental rotary encoders 4 , with applicable models listed below.
(Note that the performance of the optical encoders are barely adequate for this
application).
Resolution Accuracy Size Cost
9 arc-sec. 18 arc-sec. 1.07" diameter $1568
Gurley Precision Inst. (incremental) (sensor and
8311 incremental optical (80X electronic 1.80" length electronics)
encoder [B25] interpolation) 50 arc-sec.
(absolute)
6.4 arc-sec. 15 arc-sec. 1.40" diameter similar to above
Gurley Precision Inst. (incremental)
8314 incremental optical (80X electronic 1.85" length
encoder [B25] interpolation) 40 arc-sec.
(absolute)
1 arc-sec. 5 arc-sec. 1.40" diameter $4000
Canon K-1 laser rotary (16X electronic (sensor and
encoder [B26] interpolation) 1.90" length electronics)
Table 3.2 Applicable precision incremental encoders
In using these incremental rotary encoders, two additional sources of errors need to be
considered-- a limit switch referencing error and a coupling-to-output shaft
misalignment error. Typical limit switches can have hysteresis (to minimize false
triggering) of 10% - 20% of their maximum detection distance [B5], so for a short range
0.6 mm range proximity sensor placed 1" from the center of rotation, this means a
repeatiblity of 486 arc-sec.! Greater repeatibility requires the use of a seperate precision
sensor (e.g. dimensional gage LVDT). Another source of error comes from the coupling
misalignment between the encoder and the output shaft (i.e. for the encoders above a
seperate coupling is required, high precision "hollow" shaft encoders were found to be
too bulky); equations for this type of error are given in [B6].
For linear displacement sensors (used mainly to
error 8y), several choices are available:
measure the sample edge shift
Range Resolution Accuracy Size Cost
25 pm < 2.5 nm 250 nm 0.19" diameter $1595
Kaman SMu- nonlinearity (sensor and
9100 inductive electronics)
sensor [B27]
25 pm 0.4 nm + 0.1% 0.093" diameter $3000
Mechanical (16 bit A/D full range (sensor and
Technologies conversion) nonlinearity electronics)
ASP-1-ILA (25 nm)
capacitive sensor
[B28]
250 pm 3.8 nm + 0.3% 0.03" diameter $627
Lucas 004 XS-B (16 bit A/D full range core (sensor and
miniature LVDT conversion) nonlinearity electronics)
[B291 (750 nm)
Table 3.3 Applicable sample edge shift sensors
4 The well known high precision rotary transducer "Inductosyn" was too bulky; (the smallest diameter
sensor is 3" in diameter, with a measurement accuracies of ± 4.5 arc-sec.).
Note that these sensors measure8y indirectly by monitoring the spindle shaft axial
runout. Error correction would consist of offseting the AFM scanner by the amount by
in the Y direction (this is assuming that the error is within the range of the scanner).
Direct AFM measurement of 8y is possible for small sized scans, this will be discussed
later.
Finally for the end support bearings, several different types of bearings were
investigated. Ultra high precision air bearings (e.g. axial and radial runout < 0.05 pm for
a 4" diameter bearing [B6]) could not be used because of their bulky size, and the open
air discharge to the environment would be a major source of measurement noise. Other
ultraprecision bearings have similar problems as well-- magnetic bearings (bulky, large
heat generation [B6]) and hydrostatic bearings (bulky, messy oil lubrication). Rotary
flexural bearings [B7] possess high mechanical stiffness (because of their one piece
construction) and positioning repeatiblity (solid deformation), but range is limited to 600
(± 30'). Thus the only option is conventional mechanical bearings; space constraint
dictates a maximum bearing outer diameter of about 16 mm ( 0.63 in.), and in this size
range deep groove radial contact bearings("instrument bearings") are the most common,
see Figure 3.6. Radial error motions on the order of about 5 - 10 pm can be expected [B8,
B9], with axial runout being larger because the grooves do not provide significant axial
support[B6]. It is possible to use 16 mm O.D. angular contact bearings [B9] (in pairs to
provide bidirectional support see Figure 3.6). Ideally they provide both radially and
axially constraint, so error motions (both radially and axially) can be on the order of 1/4
- 1 4m [B6]. Unfortunately, bearings of this size are not commonly used and must be
custom made by the ball bearing manufacturer.
In terms of an overall system performance using the selected design elements
(i.e. direct drive motor with rotary, linear, and limit switch sensor in conjuction with
deep groove radial ball bearings) the following should be kept in mind:
1) servo stability (jitter): for a low speed application such as this5 , sources of
instability are either mechanical (friction, which can cause limit cycling 6[B6]),
electrical (i.e. drift in electronics, electrical noise in encoder, motor,amplifiers)
or control (untuned gains). Jitter is typically minimized by specifying a
control deadband; for the torque motor this has to be carefully chosen
because the motor provides no holding torque once inside the control
deadband (i.e. position is maintained by friction only).
2) stiffness vs. precision tradeofffor bearings: because bearings are mechanically
overconstrained (i.e. nonkinematic, see the next section for an explanation),
they are extremely sensitive to mounting conditions and preloads; for
example, press-fitting a bearing in too small a hole or applying a larger than
necessary preload can dramatically increase the friction in the bearing,
thereby reducing the angular positioning repeatibility (from arc-seconds to
arc-minutes) and altering the dynamic characteristics (e.g. settling time). For
overconstrainted designs there is always a tradeoff between stiffness
(maximize friction) vs. precision (minimize friction).
5 High speed applications must also contend with other effects, such as dynamical excitation of the motor,
coupling, etc.
6 Limit cycling can occur when the feedback encoder has a resolution greater than the smallest incremental
motion, without a large enough control deadband, the system will continually oscillate about the desired
position. Note that there are causes of limit cycling as well.
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3.4.2 'Flip' Stage Design Concept #2: Kinematic Mechanical Fixture
In this concept, the sample is mounted on a movable fixture with three balls as
locating elements. Referring to Figure 3.7, the fixture is mechanically clamped against
and uniquely located by a tetrahedron, 'V' and flat on a reference structure; (actually
there are two symmetrically located flats, thus allowing both sides of the sample to be
profiled). This type of fixture is known as a Kelvin clamp or kinematic coupling. A
kinematic coupling provides good mechanical stability and high positioning
repeatibility; the reasons for this are explained below.
In mechanical positioning devices, the positioning elements (i.e. locators /
bearings) are either of a kinematic or an elastic design (or a combination of the two). For
a purely kinematic design, two relative motion parts are constrained at exactly 6 - n
independent points, where n is the number of degrees of motion of the device. This is
the complete opposite of an elastic design, where two relative motion parts are
elastically deformed in order to conform to one another. It is easier to achieve high
positioning repeatibility with kinematic designs because mating parts contact at finite
(and often exactly the same) points, so easy-to-manufacture, high precision balls can
typically be used as locating elements. In elastic designs, mating parts contact at infinite
and often different points, so a high degree of workmanship is required to produce the
required matching forms and good surface finishes. Properly built kinematic designs
also possess high stability because the mating parts contact at the minimum number of
points required for stability; (this is like comparing a (kinematic) three-legged stool to an
(elastic) four-legged one). A disadvantage of kinematic designs however is that they
have a lower stiffness than elastic designs because of their smaller contact areas; this is
generally not a major issue in instrument design because of the small forces involved.
In terms of actual performance, kinematic couplings have long been known to
provide highly repeatible fixturing [B10]. In [B11], a Kelvin clamp mounted sample with
an 'X' mark surface feature was measured using a conventional stylus profilometer;
relocation repeatiblity of the measured 'X' was found to be 1.8 ± 0.3 Am. In [B12], linear
and angular positioning repeatibility of a 356 mm diameter kinematic coupling was
found to be = 0.3 pm and 0.4 arc-sec. respectively after an initial 50 cycle wear-in period.
Another type of coupling capable of high positioning repeatibility is the serrated
jaw type (also known as Hirth or curvic) coupling used in some indexed rotary tables
and machine tools, see Figure 3.8. Depending on the size of the coupling, the number of
indexable angles ranges from 32 (11.250) up to 1440 (0.250). For large rotary tables, the
indexing accuracy can be on the order of ± 0.25 arc-sec. and even as high as + 0.1 arc-sec.
[B13]. This high degree of accuracy comes from the elastic averaging of a large number
of precisely machined and finely lapped teeths. A unique property of the serrated jaw
coupling is that positioning repeatibility can actually increase with greater usage-- a large
number of random indexings creates a self-lapping process whereby teeth form errors
are corrected[B13].
The serrated jaw concept was investigated experimentally by measuring the
positioning repeatibility of a reference surface attached to the movable half of a 0.75"
dia., 303 stainless steel serrated jaw coupling 7 . The data for the positioning repeatibility
is shown in Figure 3.9; after an initial wear-in period, the coupling displayed a steady
position drift-- it was suspected that this was caused by uneven wear due to one side of
7 The coupling was actually designed to couple motion transmission shafts; they were obtained from PIC
Design, 86 Benson Road, P.O. Box 1004, Middlebury, CT 06762, Tel. (800) 243-6125, Fax. (203) 758-8271.
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the coupling being engaged before the other side. Despite the potential for good
positioning repeatibility, the serrated jaw concept was eventually dropped for the
following reasons:
1) high manufacturing costs: the required manufacture specifications (e.g.
machining precision, processes required) and wear-in period / procedures
for a suitable serrated jaw coupling must be determined through extensive
(and costly) prototyping-- this would be a significant research undertaking in
itself; in contrast, kinematic couplings are much simplier in structure, their
properties are better known, and off-the-shelf components are readily
available;
2) uneven wear / dirt contamination: these two items could significantly affect the
positioning repeatibility-- uneven wear arising from indexing to a few
selected angles only, in addition, dirt contamination would also have an
effect due to the greater surface contact area of the serrated jaw couplings
(some sort of built in air blower might be required);
3.4.3 'Flip' Stage Design Concept #3: Coarse / Fine Positioner
The final 'flip' stage design concept consist of a coarse / fine positioner
arrangement. Coarse positioning would be accomplished with a gimbal type stage
(perhaps a stepping motor / timing belt drivetrain for zero speed stability), and fine
positioning would be done with a high resolution actuator (e.g. fine screw actuator [B14]
or piezostack [B15]) mounted on a tilt platform, see Figure 3.10. Assuming the fine
actuator has an Abbe offset of 2" from the center of rotation, use of a fine screw actuator
(with 0.1 um resolution, much higher for the piezostack) can result in a tilt angle
positioning resolution of 0.4 arc-sec.. Measurement of the sample tilt angle would
require a custom designed sensor (probably optical in nature), see Figure 3.10.
Another way of achieving coarse / fine positioning is to use two concentric
rotary stages-- the inner stage providing the coarse positioning, and the outer stage
(referenced against a fixed frame) providing the fine positioning (via a tangential drive)
once it is locked onto the inner stage. This configuration was not an option due to space
constraints.
Finally, it should be noted that an ultrasonic motor technology coarse / fine
positioner under development has been able to achieve a positioning resolution of 1 arc-
sec. over a 3600 range [B16]. Coarse positioning is done with a conventional wave action
ultrasonic rotary motor (refer back to section 3.4.1), while fine positioning is
accomplished with torsion action elements. Again, development of this design into a
robust solution would require considerable time and resources.
3.5 X-Y Stage Design Concepts
For the linear X-Y stages, two possibilities were considered, commercially
available stages-- conventional linear mechanical stages and two-dimensional linear
motors (i.e. Sawyer motor), and customized AFM stages as used on some commercial
AFM's.
3.5.1 X-Y Stage Design Concept #1: Commercial X-Y Stage
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Figure 3.10: Flip stage design concept #3: coarse / fine positioner (initial sketch)
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This design concept consist of using high precision conventional linear
mechanical stages in a stacked arrangement. These stages were found to provide the
necessary stability and positioning accuracy 8 . A two dimensional linear motor based
stage was also investigated (it offered some unique advantages) but was not pursued
due to technical issues.
In conventional linear mechanical stages, many different types of linear bearings
( linear ball bushings, ball bearing slides, crossed roller bearings, recirculating ball linear
guides) and drivetrains (leadscrews, ballscrews, timing belt) are available. For precision
positioning with the highest possible stiffness, crossed roller bearings and recirculating
ball linear guides are used in conjunction with a ballscrew. Advantages of conventional
linear mechanical stages include usage of commonly available actuators (i.e. steppers,
DC servos) and easy incorporation of various position sensors for closed-loop
positioning (rotary / linear encoder, laser interferometer).
During the initial design phase, there was concern as to whether these stages
could provide the required mechanical stability (remember, nanometer level noise
performance was sought). This concern were dispelled when a literature survey
revealed that atomic resolution (i.e. nanometer-to-subnanometer floor noise) was
possible with properly designed STM systems which used conventional mechanical
staging [B17, B18]. For example, [B18] used a 150 x 150 mm stroke conventional X-Y
table 9 and obtained atomic images.
Another source of concern was the angular positioning accuracy of these stages.
Specifications for the angular error range from < 5 arc-sec. (high precision) to = 25 arc-sec.
(typical cross-roller tables) [B19] to as high as 45 arc-sec. [B20]. However, because of the
short range of motion required during profiling (= 280 um), the actual angular error is
much smaller. For example, a typical flatness error calibration curve for a 200 mm travel
precision linear stage is shown in Figure 3.11 [B21]; the maximum angular error is = 5.5
arc-sec., and over a 300 pm length can be as small as 0.25 arc-sec.
A two dimensional linear motor based stage [B22] was also investigated. In this
design, two one-dimensional linear motors are integrated into one structural frame (the
"platten") and made to travel over an orthogonal grid metal base plate. The envisioned
advantages of this concept was the ability to utilize several plattens on one base plate
and a high positioning stiffness (= 300 lbs clamping force!) achieved by turning off the
platten's air bearing and letting the built in magnet clamp itself to the base plate.
Unfortunately, the available motors were too bulky; in addition, they sometimes rotate
unexpectedly during a commanded move, therefore requiring additional closed-loop
angular positioning (with a custom angle sensor) for alignment [B23]. Thus this idea
was not pursued further.
3.5.2 X-Y Stage Design Concept #2: Customized AFM Stage
With this concept, X-Y positioning would be accomplished by two stacked
stages-- a lower stage supported by five air bearings moving on a 'V' and flat, and an
upper stage with cross-roller way bearings, see Figure 3.12. During profiling, the air
bearings would be turned off so that the lower stage sits solidly on the granite. This idea
8 Higher precision active air bearings (by active I mean the air is left on all the time) were not considered an
option because the bearings would be bulky, and significant floor noise could come from fluxuations in the
air supply and the acoustic noise of discharging air.
9 The 'floor' noise is dependent on all mechanical and electrical subsystems of the AFM, not just the X-Y
staging, so careful consideration of all possible sources of noise is required.
Figure 3.12: X-Y stage design concept #2: customized AFM stage (initial sketch)
Figure 3.13: Park Scientific Instruments XL X-Y stage (from [A231)
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was a spinoff of the original XL X-Y stage, an innovative design consisting of a large
metal block (the 'chuck') that floats (via. air bearings) directly over a reference granite
surface, see Figure 3.13. When the AFM is in use the air bearings are turned off. The
main advantages of this design were: 1) a more rigid structure than conventional
staging due to its one piece construction, 2) small angular errors because the chuck is
referenced against a very flat granite table, and 3) a large sample area (8" x 8"). The use
of this stage was not an option at the time because of the extensive hardware
modifications required to accomodate the custom 'flip' stage, the low positioning
resolution (5 pm step size), and high costs.
Another possibility considered was to use a novel mechanism that lifts the
sample from the X-Y positioning stages and clamps it to the AFM assembly above,
thereby resulting in a shorter, more rigid structual loop (possibly with subanstrom floor
noise). Such mechanisms are used in the Topometrix Voyager[A6] and the Dektak SXM
AFM (developed by IBM) [B24] for semiconductor wafer samples. Again, because of the
extensive modifications that would be required, this concept was not pursued further.
3.6 Evaluation and Selection of Design Concept
The design concepts for the 'flip' stage and X-Y stages are examined in this
section. Based upon a comparative evaluation, design concepts for the 'flip' stage and X-
Y stages were selected; for the critical 'flip' stage, the selected concept was also verified
experimentally.
3.6.1 Concept Evaluation and Selection
A comparison of the 'flip' stage concepts is given in Table 3.4 below:
Concept Positioning Advantage(s) Disadvantage(s)
Methodology
Precision servo Electromechani + no or very little wear problems; - need to fine tune and 'tweak'
gimbal mount cal positioning + any tilt angle possible; system in order to minimize
+ straightforward design; jitter / stability problems (may
require skilled technician);
- electromechanical components
may be costly;
Kinematic Mechanical + mechanically simple design - if possible, design device to
mechanical positioning + if properly designed, high wear in noncritical direction or
fixture plus error inherent mechanical stability minimize thru proper material
mapping (i.e. low measurement noise); selection;
+ kinematic design means good - limited tilt angles;
positioning repeatibility, can
use error mapping to increase
measurement accuracy;
+ uses low cost components;
Coarse / fine Electromechani + offers the most precise - for this particular application,
positioner cal positioning possible; probably need to develop own
positioning + no or very little wear problems; tilt angle sensor;
+ any tilt angle possible; - coarse / fine positioner can be
clumsy to control;
- electromechanical components
may be costly;
Table 3.4 Comparison of 'flip' stage concepts
Based upon the comparison, it was concluded that the 'best' concept to pursue was the
kinematic mechanical fixture, for the following reasons:
1) performance: kinematic couplings have a proven record of providing high
positioning repeatibility [B10, B11, B12] (sufficient for this application); this,
in conjunction with error-mapping can produce highly accurate
measurements;
2) positioning requirements: as mentioned earlier, accurate profilometry requires
that the sample be tilted at not too great an angle (= -8' to -240, profiling the
sample vertically results in significant convolution problems), so in this
respect the kinematic coupling is ideal because it provides precision end-of-
motion range positioning; in addition, it was observed that only one or two
tilt angles was needed, this can be easily provided for in the kinematic
coupling fixture thru the use of modular angle setting blocks;
3) operating requirements: because of its inherent precision (i.e. kinematic design)
and simplicity, the kinematic coupling fixture requires less 'tweaking' and
adjustments to make it work than other designs (e.g. in the gimbal mount
design, careful preloading of the bearings and fine-tuning of the servo drive
is required in order to achieve the desired precision). The need for
adjustments should be minimized as this may required the services of a
(costly) skilled technician.
In all fairness, the advantages and disadvantages of the kinematic mechanical fixture
design in comparison to the other concepts was aknowledged and deemed acceptable
(i.e. no design is perfect in all respects). Note that the precision gimbal mount concept was
chosen as a backup solution.
As for the X-Y staging, it was realized that conventional mechanical staging
could provided the necessary positioning accuracy and stability (see Section 3.5.1,
detailed numerical calculations will be provided in the next chapter), thus this design
concept was used. A customized AFM X-Y staging (the second concept) might of
provided some advantage in terms of stability, but again the development effort
required might very well exceed the time and resources available.
3.6.2 Experimental Verification
To verify that the kinematic coupling concept actually worked (i.e. is able to
produce the required accuracy and precision), two experimental prototypes were tested.
The first prototype consisted of a movable fixture piece with three ball locators, and a
Kelvin clamp base (i.e. three ball X-Y locator, 'V' groove roll / yaw stop, and a pitch
angle stop). The movable fixture is clamped against the X-Y locator and 'V' groove with
O-rings to define an axis of rotation, and at the same time clamped against the pitch
angle stop with a small magnet to establish the sample tilt angle. Note that the general
dimensions of this prototype are approximately the same as those of the final device.
The angular positioning repeatibility of the fixture was tested by clamping and
unclamping the kinematic fixture 1000 times, and measuring the three-dimensional tilt
angle of the fixture using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM)-- the Brown and
Sharpe MicroVal PFx with a 1.2 arc-sec. angle measurement sensitivity for a 0.7"
measurement length. By measuring the spatial locations of three distinct points on a
reference surface (i.e. gage block attached to the movable fixture), it was possible to
compute the plane representing the three dimensional tilt angle. The experimental data
is shown in Figure 3.14; from the data it can be seen that the kinematic coupling was able to
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Figure 3.14: Angular positioning repeatibility of test prototype #1
Figure 3.15: Typical sample edge shift error with test prototype #2; notice the matching
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achieve a sample tilt angle repeatibility of 20.63 arc-sec. (the target specification was ± 20 arc-
sec.).
A second prototype (actually a temporary manual fixture) was built for the
purpose of sample profiling on the AFM. The device has an inverted Kelvin clamp
structure-- the three ball locators are attached to the base, while the X-Y, pitch/yaw/roll
angle locators are on the sample holder. From the AFM measurements, it was possible
to assess the magnitude of the axial shift upon flip sample error (8y). This was because
for small scans of the sample tip region, clearly discernable edge features can be
observed; by comparing the data from both of the sample, see Figure 3.15, the axial shift
error was found to be = ±1 - 2 lum, (the target specification was ± 1 [pm).
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, range-of-motion and error specifications for the sample
positioning subsystem were first established. Based upon these specifications, design
concepts were then generated for the sample 'flip' stage (precision servo gimbal stage,
kinematic mechanical fixture, and coarse / fine positioner) and the X-Y stage (off-the-
shelf stacked linear stages and customized AFM stage). The kinematic mechanical
fixture concept for the sample 'flip' stage was chosen because it was the simplest
solution which provided the necessary precision (verified experimentally) and
functionality. Likewise, off-the-shelf linear stages were used because they met the
required engineering specifications and allowed for rapid design implementation.
4 Sample Positioner Detailed Design
4.1 Introduction
The design of the sample positioner subsystem is described in depth in this
chapter. First, the mechanical design is discussed-- topics include operation of the
device, component and material selection, as well as positioning errors and mechanical
vibration / thermal drift considerations. This is then followed by metrological
considerations-- reference datums, measurement procedures, and calibration
procedures.
4.2 Mechanical Design
4.2.1 Sample 'Flip' Stage
The 'flip' stage consist of three major subassemblies-- the sample holder, rotation
drivetrain, and the tilt angle setting mechanism. To use the 'flip' stage, the sample is
first loaded into the sample holder and aligned with the axis of rotation. The axis of
rotation is defined by the X-Y-Z and roll / yaw stops on the base and the two locator
balls on the sample holder. Since the stops and balls contact at five distinct points,
kinematically this means that the sample holder is still free to rotate in the pitch
direction. I To position at the tilt angle, the sample holder is rotated by a geared stepper
motor to the near vicinity of the angle stop (position is sensed by a limit switch), once
there, power to the motor is shut off and the holder is magnetically clamped against the
angle stop; to unclamp, the motor is reenergized and made to turn in the opposite
direction.
The sample holder, rotation drivetrain, and the angle setting stop subassemblies
are described in greater detail below. In the sample holder, the sample body is clamped
against a reference surface plane by a torsion spring clip-type clamp. The sample edge is
aligned to the axis of rotation (the line connecting the centers of two locator balls) by two
0.090" length precision ground hardstops.
The rotation drivetrain consist of the X-Y-Z and roll / yaw stops, and a miniature
246:1 gear ratio stepper motor which is connected inline to the sample holder via a
compliant coupling. The X-Y-Z stop (constructed out of three balls), the yaw / roll angle
stops (consisting of two rods that form a 'V' two point constraint), and the axis locator
balls on the sample holder are made of tungsten carbide (WC). Tungsten carbide was an
ideal material for the following reasons:
1) wear resistance-- because of its extreme hardness2 , tungsten carbide is one of
the most wear resistant materials known[C2]. Good wear resistance is
required in order to maintain positioning accuracy and repeatibility;
1The sample holder is not truly kinematic(it is actually what I call 'quasi-kinematic') because it contacts the
frame (i.e. the stationary part of the 'flip' stage at more than 6 points, (non-kinematic points of contact
include the O-rings clamps and the motor coupling).
2 0n the Brinell hardness scale, diamond (the hardest material known) has a hardness of 10000, tungsten
carbide a hardness of 1500, and for hardened stainless steel a hardness of 200 - 500 [C1].
2) 'fret' resistance-- fretting is a corrosion process that occurs when two surfaces in
intimate contact experience local welding of submicron surface features,
upon seperation the welded material is torn from the surfaces; this process
repeats with each contact cycle[B6]. Fretting is an especially acute problem
problem for kinematic systems because of the high pressure point contact
between mating surfaces; fret resistant materials include hardened '400'
series stainless steel and ceramics such as tungsten carbide and silicon nitride
[B6,C3].
The sample holder locator balls are preloaded against the X-Y-Z and roll / yaw stops
with 70 durometer 'Buna-N' O-rings. Reasons for using O-rings include compliant
clamping-- O-rings are highly elastic, so they have a minimal influence on the position
set by the hard stops, in addition, they are very tough and durable (i.e. won't break). A
disadvantage of using O-rings however is that there is rubbing contact between the
rotating shaft and the O-ring which can generate microscopic contamination particles.
A critical portion of the 'flip' stage is the tilt angle setting subassembly,
consisting of a locator ball (spaced 1.3125" away from the axis of rotation) which rests
upon the reference flat of a custom gage block. For the present design, the allowable
range of tilt angle is 80 to 150, with two angles actually implemented-- 100 and 140. The
major design considerations for the tilt angle setting subassembly were the surface finish
and wear performance of the contacting surfaces.
Because of the point contact nature of kinematic couplings, a good surface finish
at the contacting surfaces is required to maintain positioning repeatibility 3 . The most
common quantitative measure of surface finish is the centerline average Ra, defined in
Table 4.1 below; also listed are values for high quality surface finishes.
=1 (XRa = 5]Y(x*i
RaL(Ar.l Methods of manufacture / typical surfaces
32 Fine conventionally machined surfaces (i.e. fly-
cutting).
16 Typical surface grinder finish; used where
smoothness / form is important.
8 Fine surface produced by honing, lapping, or
buffing, used in precision gages, instrument
work, and bearing surfaces where lubrication is
unreliable.
4 Same manufacture processes as for 8 Ra but more
refined; similar applications.
1 Satin or highly polished, mirror like surface; used
for fine /sensitive instrument parts and
precision gage blocks.
Table 4.1 Definition for Ra and values for high quality surface finishes [C4], see [C51 for an in-
depth assessment of the different production techniques.
3 The most repeatible kinematic couplings use optical quality surface finish components [C3].
The tilt angle locator ball has a surface finish (Ra) of 0.7 pin., while the tungsten carbide
balls and rods have a Ra of 1-2.5 pin. and 10 pin., respectively,.arnd the reference flat on
the gage block has a 32 pin. Ra. The somewhat high Ra value for the gage block is due to
the fact that the flat is located in a depression, making it inaccessible to conventional
surface grinding and other fine surface finish production techniques. It is still possible
to get an approximate 50% reduction in Ra using electropolishing (i.e. go from 32 pin. to
16 pin.), details of the process can be obtained from [C6]; this option however was not
implemented in the prototype.
Another important consideration for the tilt angle setting subassembly was to
minimize wear of the contact surfaces through proper material combination / properties
selection. As mentioned earlier, kinematic couplings require the use of fret resistant
materials, the most common being '400' series hardened stainless steel and tungsten
carbide. Despite its superior wear resistance over hardened stainless steel, it was felt
that tungsten carbide was not a good material to use for the following reasons:
1) difficult to manufacture-- tungsten carbide is a brittle and extremely hard
material, hence WC parts tend to be simple in shape with no intricate
features, parts are generally produced using powder metallurgy (P/M) or
electrodischarge machining (EDM) methods[C2]; thus it was anticipated that
to manufacture the (somewhat complicated shape) angle setting block out of
tungsten carbide would be extremely difficult 4;
2) impact resistance-- the brittle nature of tungsten carbide also meant that
chipping may arise from the impact that occurs when the locator ball is
clamped against the reference flat; impact resistant grades of WC are
available, although it should be noted that there is a tradeoff between wear
and impact resistance.
Thus it was decided to use a material combination of hardened stainless steel on
hardened stainless steel. The locator ball is made of through hardened (58 - 65 Rockwell
'C' scale (HRC) hardness) 440C stainless steel while the angle setting block is made of
ion-nitride case-hardened [C7] 410 stainless steel (hardness 60 - 64 HRC). Compared to
other case hardening methods, ion nitriding has a minimal effect on part dimensions (i.e.
distortions) and surface finish[C8].
4.2.2 X-Y Stage
The 'X' stage is an off-the-shelf precision linear stage (Aerotech model ATS100-
200-U-20P [B21] with 8" travel, ballscrew drivetrain and recirculating ball linear guides)
driven by a low vibration 5 phase stepping motor (Oriental Motors 'Nanostep'
RFK564BA [C9]). A unique feature of the linear stage is that it has been precalibrated for
straightness, linear error, and flatness; error correction data has also been included for
implementation in the user's own control program. For engineering specifications, see
Appendix C.
Due to space limitations, the 'Y' stage had to be custom designed; it features all
stainless steel (410) construction, a 0.75" height, and a 2" travel. The stage uses IKO
CRWV 2 -150 cross roller way linear bearings [C10], the positioning actuator is a Newport
4Another possibility is to use a deposited (e.g. sputtered) film of tungsten carbide over a metal base.
860A-2 open-loop DC motor micrometer drive [B19]. For engineering specifications, see
Appendix C.
4.2.3 HTM Based Profiling Errors Calculation Procedure
The profiling errors due to mechanical positioning errors in the AFM and sample
positioning hardware was calculated using a procedure based on homogeneous
transformation matrices (HTM). Basically the idea is to calculate and then compare the
spatial orientation of the sample and AFM probe with respect to a single reference
coordinate system in order to determine the positioning error. The transformation from
the local (sample) coordinates to the reference coordinate is accomplished using a series
of HTM's; each HTM incorporates the positioning error caused by a particular
component. The calculation procedure is described below; actual numerical
computations are shown in Appendix D.
The first step in the procedure is to establish a series of local coordinates; ideally
they should be located where the positioning error can be measured. Using the notation
Xi to represent the ith local coordinate system, from Figure 4. 1 we have:
Xo = reference coordinate system located on the granite;
X1 = coordinate system of the 'X' stage, located on its top mounting surface;
X2 = coordinate system of the 'Y' stage, located on the 'flip' stage centerline of
rotation;
X3 = coordinate system of the 'flip' stage, also located on the 'flip' stage centerline
of rotation;
X4 = coordinate system of the AFM 'Z' stage, located on its top mounting surface;
X5 = coordinate system of the AFM probe.
The homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM) that takes one from the ith coordinate
system to the j th coordinate system is denoted by JTi ; in addition to a change of
coordinates, each transformation matrix also incorporates the translational and
rotational effects 5 due to the errors of the ith hardware component (8x,i, y, i, 8z,i, Ex,i,
ey, , Ezi). The HTM used were derived under the assumption of small angular errors
(on the order of arc-seconds), for the hardware used this is definitely true. A
translational (i.e. linear) stage has an HTM given by:
1 -Ez Ey a + Sx
Ez 1 -Ex b + Sy
Ti = b(4.1)
-Ey Ex 1 C + z4
0 0 0 1
where the 8's and I's are the positioning errors of the ith stage, and a, b, and c represent
the origin offsets of the ith coordinate system with respect to the j th. For a rotational
stage, the HTM is given by:
5All transformations are made with respect to the originally defined local coordinate system orientations;
i.e. the 'pitch'-'row'-'yaw' system of transformations is used, this is different from the position
transformations commonly used in the analysis of robotic systems.
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Figure 4.3: HTM based calculations:
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where 'C' is the cosine of the angle, 'S' is the sine of the angle, and 0y represents the
ideal angular position (i.e. sample tilt angle). Using the notation iP to represent a point
in the ith coordinate system (note that P has the form [x, y, z, 1]T ), a point 3P in the
sample coordinate system X3 is transformed to the reference coordinate system Xo by the
formula:
Op = 0T1 1T22T33P (4.3)
Note that if the 'X' and 'Y' stages are one unit (as in some stages), then T1 1 T2 would be
a single matrix only. In a similar fashion, the location of the AFM probe tip in XO can be
expressed by:
op= OT44T55 P  (4.4)
To determine the positioning error, the first step is to apply eq. (4.3) to three distinct
points on the top face of the sample; the sample profile was modeled as a symmetric
planar wedge with T= 4 mn at D = 20 pm (see Figure 4.2)6, so the following points (in
units of microns) were arbitrarily chosen:
{A, B, C1} = [ 20 (4.5)0 4 0
1 1 1
Numerical values for the offsets, 8's and E's used in eq. (4.3) were based on the particular
dimensions and error specifications (either from the manufacturers' data or estimated)
of the positioning stages. Using the transformed values of (A, B, C , denoted as
{A, B, •) -- with each vector in the form [x y z]T -- the angular orientation of the
sample can then be computed using the vector cross product. From Figure 4.3, it can be
seen that the vector normal to the plane containing the points (A, B, 2} is given by:
nx
N= n = (B -A)x (C -A) (4.6)
.nz _
Thus the equation for the top sample surface is simply:
6 Form a non-wedge shape profile, the HTM must be applied to every point (i.e. an adequately spaced mesh)
on the surface.
N[x y z]T =0 (4.7)
Note that the x, y, and z above refer to the local profiling coordinate system (i.e. x = 0 is
the sample tip). A similar procedure can be applied to the other side of the sample by
using the following points instead:
0 20 0
IDEl 0 0 -20
{ D, E, F) } r = :0 -4 0ý1 1 1 _I
(4.8)
The next step in the calculation procedure is to determine the positioning errors
associated with the AFM probe tip; note that only mechanical positioning errors are
considered, AFM particular errors (e.g. piezotube bending) are discussed in a seperate
report. Because the AFM probe tip can be treated as a point, its positioning error is
easier to determine. The probe position is given by eq. (4.4), so using [0 0 0 1] T for 5P
the following results:
Px
op= IP = 0T44T55P
P-
L1
(4.9)
For subsequent error calculations, the vector F = [Px Py Pz] will be used instead o0
OP. An additional source of mechanical positioning error comes from the angular
misalignment of the AFM probe with respect to the X-Y plane every time a new probe
cartridge is mounted or when the scanner unit is taken out and put back into place.
Experimental investigations (from profiling an optical flat) showed that the maximum
values for this tilt error ( Ex,mount, Ey,mount) is approximately 0.130 and 0.070 in the 'X'
and 'Y' direction respectively.
The final step in the calculation procedure is to determine the profile
measurement error by comparing the position / orientation of the sample with respect
to the AFM probe. Two types of positioning errors were examined-- first, the initial
location offset error that occurs when the AFM probe is lifted from the sample and/or
the sample is flipped, and secondly, the general profiling errors (i.e. Ed2 and Et2) due to
angular orientation errors .
The maximum initial location offset error can be computed from the relative
displacement of the 'zero' point on the sample with the AFM probe:
x, offset
Eoffset,max y,offset =p- P- + iD- A
z,offset
(4.10)
T .,,, . .
t
.1 . Cc r
where P -A is the offset positioning error due to the AFM 'Z' stage and D -Al is the
offset positioning error due to the sample positioning stages. As mentioned in chapter 3,
the sample tip is coarse aligned with the AFM probe in the 'X' direction before profiling,
so 0x,offset is always minimized7 . Similarly,8z,offset has no effect on measurements because
the AFM probe is brought down onto the sample surface before profiling; in addition, a
relative 'Z' reference is used (i.e. the identified sample tip). Thus, the only significant
error is 6y,offset.
To determine the general profiling errors (i.e. Ed2 and Et2) due to the angular
orientation errors, the AFM profiling path is compared with the true profile, see Figure
43; this only needs to be done for one line trace because of the planar sample shape
assumption (i.e. the measured profile is the same at all locations); in addition, the sample
profile is generated one line at a time (i.e. the actual measurement data is rotated back
about the located tip for that particular line, not the average edge) 8. With this in mind,
for the 'top' side of the sample, the spacial orientation of the true profile (i.e. directional
vector) is given by the following:
R (-a)(B- A)
where (B- A) are the vectors of equation 4.6, and Ry (-a) is simply the 3 x 3
transformation matrix for a rotation about the 'Y' axis (with 0 = - a, the tilt angle):
cos(6) 0 sin(6)
Ry (0) = 0 1 0 (4.12)
-sin(O) 0 cos(O)J
For an AFM profiling path with an orthogonality error9 of Eortho, the directional vector
of the measured profile can be computed using equation 4.6 and 4.7, by first substituting
y = x tan(Eortho) into equation 4.7 and solving for z as a function of x, then rotating the
resultant vector (i.e. with the derived values of y and z) by Ry(0 = -a + Ey,mount)
(note the inclusion of the error term Ey,mount). The normalized directional vector (if nz •
0) is therefore:
7 Currently this alignment is done visually using the low magnification (180x) oblique camera view of theXL; the 'X alignment error is estimated to be about ± 5-10 gim; better alignment can be expected on the M5
using the high magnification (up to 1350x)overview view camera. Note that the 'X' alignment error doeshave an effect on the measurement accuracy because the scanner position is typically olfsetted for fine
alignment with the sample tip-- this results in scanner positioning errors due to 'X'- Z' cross-coupling effects(e.g. piezotube bending), this will be examined in a seperate thesis [Al].8 Part of the reason for this is computational simplicity.
9 The orthogonality error has three components-- the angular error of the AFM 'Z' stage, the orthogonalitytravel error of the 'X'-'Y' stage, and the orthogonality mounting error of the 'flip' stage).
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Ry (-a + Ey,mount)
V n,nmeasured =
Ry (- + Ey,mount
tan(orth
o )
nx + nl1 tan(Eortho)
-nz
1
tan(Eortho)
nx + nytan(ortho)
-nz
Note that the x term drops out of the equation (but keep in mind that all length
measurements are in microns). Using equation 4.11 and 4.13, the error vector at D = 1
pm is given by:
En = Vn,measured - Vn,actual (4.14)
To compute the profile error (i.e. Ed2 and Et2), we can take advantage of the fact that the
direction of the error vector E at a particular location (analogous formulation to equation
4.14) is the same as En because of the planar sample shape assumption and also that it
scales linearly with the distance from the sample tip. The projection of E onto the 'X'-'Y'
plane gives Ed2 while its 'Z' component is E t2.
To determine the profiling errors for the other side of the sample, a similar
calculation procedure can be used.
4.2.4 Environmental Noise and Thermal Drift Considerations
In this section, design considerations for the minimization of environmental
noise (including mechanical vibrations) and thermal drift are described. As can be
expected of an instrument with sub-angstrom to nanometer resolution 10 (in both the
lateral and vertical directions), great emphasis must be placed on minimizing the effects
of external electrical and mechanical noise. 11 For this design, minimization of electrical
noise basically meant shielding motor amplifers (PWM type for stepping motors)12 and
other electrical equipment . Note that one of the motivations for using a mechanically
10 0ne must be careful in the interpretation of the manufacturer's specified vertical and laternal
measurement noise, often referred to as the minimum measurement resolution, because such measurements
are typically made under unusual scanning conditions; for example, a common claim is the ability to obtain
'atomic resolution'-- to achieve this, one must often scan an extremely small area (on the order of
nanometers) continuously at the highest possible scan rate (to minimize the effects of mechanical
vibrations). Another issue with the minimum measurement resolution, following PSI's procedure, is that it
is ambiguously defined; the minimum vertical resolution determination procedure consist of scanning a
small area on an atomically flat surface (e.g. graphite), then selecting a small flat region in the scanned image
to compute the RMS roughness; depending on the scan area selected, the measured value can vary a lot, (f-r
the experimental data, I use a selected area of 0.1 um x 0.1 um, this produces results which are comparable to
PSI's specified values). Please see PSI software manual for instrumentation settings.
1 1For an examination of the intrinsic measurement noise (e.g. of the 'Piezolever'), see [A21] and the
seperate thesis which focuses on the AFM aspects of the profilometer [Al].
12 Linear amplifers could be used instead, although they are less efficient.
(4.13)
positioned design was to avoid / minimize the electrical noise from position sensors
placed near the sensitive AFM probe sensor (the 'Piezolever').
The principal sources of external mechanical noise are acoustic and mechanical
vibrations. The XL and M5 (in particular) have been carefully designed to minimize
external mechanical noise (e.g. granite slab vibration isolation table and massive, total
enclosure acoustic shielding). Even with this, effort was spent on reducing the effects of
mechanical vibrations in the sample positioning system; this is highlighted below:
a) rigid sample clamping-- clamps with a large clamping surface area are used for
the sample; in addition, the cantilevered distance from the sample tip to the
sample body clamp is minimized; (as stated in chapter 2, one of the inherent
disadvantages of the 'flip' stage concept is that the sample must be positioned
with an overhang); in addition, all electrical control wires were carefully tied
down to eliminate the transmittance of external disturbances to the sample13 .
b) stable/stiff bearings-- stable kinematic bearings are used in the 'flip' stage while
high mechanical stiffness linear bearings (i.e. cross-roller ways and
recirculating ball linear guides) are used in the 'X'-'Y' positioners.
c) stable positioning actuators-- positioning actuator jitter was avoided / minimized
by using a mechanical locking mechanism for the 'flip' stage, stepping motors
(with zero speed stability) and a stable open-loop DC micromotor pointscrew
drive for the 'Y' stage (stability verifed experimentally 14).
An important mechanical vibrations parameter is the minimum resonant
frequency of the entire system. The bandwidth of the feedback loop that controls the
position of the probe relative to the surface is limited by the minimum resonant
frequency, the scanning speed, in turn, is limited by the feedback loop bandwidth[C11].
For large sample size system (i.e. sample size = 75 - 200 mm in diameter), the minimum
resonant frequencies arise from the bending modes of the microscopes' mechanical
support structures; [C12] reports a horizontal bending mode frequency of 90 - 170 Hz
(for two different instruments) and a vertical mode at 400 Hz (similar vertical
performance in [B18]). 15 A rule-of-thumb is to limit the maximum scanning frequency
to one tenth of the minimum resonant frequency in the system; (note that the XL has a
maximum scanning frequency of 6 Hz). The minimum resonant frequency of the system
will be investigated in the next chapter.
Finally, a different but equally important issue was the minimization of thermal
drift. Preliminary investigations of the XL machine indicated a high drift rate in the
range of 20 -60 nm/min. (the higher drift rates occur when the camera lights are left on1 6);
by comparison, drift rates as low as 2 nm/min. have been reported for large sample
systems [B18] (remember that positioning errors of a few nanometers are sought!) Well
known strategies for minimizing thermal drift include:
13 Simply touching the cable connected to one of the motors can cause a sudden jump (i.e. microslippage),
typically 5-20 nm amptitude, but can be as high as 100 nm.
14This was done by observing the drift in the AFM scanned images of a 1 yum pitch grating; observed drift
was negligible.15 Note that the tube type piezoelectric scanner commonly used in scanned probe microscopes typically
have minimum resonant frequencies in the range of 1 - 20 kHz [C7, C8].
16 In the new M5 machine, the overhead camera light is transmitted via optical fibers, so hopefully this will
minimize the heat transmitted to the sample and /or scanner; as an addea precaution, infared shields couldbe used.
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a) use of low thermal expansion materials and careful control of heat generation elements
in the design-- stainless steel (specifically 304 and 410, with a coefficient of
thermal expansion of 9.6 and 5.5 x 10-6 in./in./F, respectively [C13], by
comparison, 6061-T6 aluminum has a thermal coefficient of expansion of 13 x
10-6 in./in./F) was used extensively, in addition, heat-generating stepping
motors are turned off or operated at reduced current while they are at a
standstill;
b) regulation of environmental conditions and shielding from external heat sources-
place the instrument in a temperature-controlled environment; and from
direct lighting and operator body heat (e.g. use a plastic cover);
c) change scanning parameters-- use a higher scanning rate, this however results in
a lost of imaging detail (i.e. surface features are not resolved accurately).
Depending on the actual environment conditions, some of the items in b) and c) will be
implemented.
4.3 Metrological Considerations
4.3.1 Reference Surfaces / Edges
In this section, the reference surfaces and edges used for measurements are
described; (this should not be confused with reference calibration samples). First of all,
the sample body is clamped against the sample holder mounting surface to establish a
planar datum for the sample. In turn, the sample holder and the rest of the sample
positioning subsystem, as well as the AFM assembly, are referenced back to a single
master reference surface-- the granite surface on which all hardware components are
mounted. Because measurements are made with respect to this global reference surface,
it should be realized that in this application the AFM is used for form measurement 17
rather than the more common surface texture measurement application; for surface
texture measurements, a first order plane is typically fitted to the data to remove the
surface form component.
Instead of a single master reference surface, the possibility of using two local
reference surfaces (mounted to the sample holder, one for each side of the sample) was
also considered. The measurement process would then first involve measuring the local
reference surface to determine the planar tilt orientation of the AFM probe to the sample
holder mounting surface, and then using this information to correct the actual profile
data. Possible reference surfaces include an optical flat (note that the highest quality
flats are flat to within 20 nm over a 1" area), and 'ultraflat' epiaxial silicon (used to
fabricate certain semiconductor devices, this is flat to within 300 nm over a 8" diameter
area). The obvious advantage of this 'closed-loop' measurement procedure is that the
sample needs not be positioned very repeatibility; disadvantages of the method include
a longer measurement time because two additional surfaces need to be profiled,
additional wear on the probe, and the need to establish an accurate planar reference over
a very small distance (10 or 100 p•m, depending the scanner used)-- a potentially major
source of error being the 'X'-'Z' cross coupling of the piezotube scanner (due to the
bending of the tube); for rumnerical estimates of this error, the reader is referred to the
171 like to think of the AFM profilometer as a sort of miniature coordinate measuring machine (CMM),in a
'macroscopic' CMM, the three dimensional form of the sample is also measured with respect to a global
reference surface, usually a granite surface on which all hardware is mounted.
seperate report on AFM instrumentation [Al]. Because of these disadvantages, the local
reference scheme was not implemented 18.
Aside from reference surfaces, another major consideration was how to align the
sample edge with respect to the flip axis of rotation. Two possibilities were considered,
one was to reference against the sample edge, as is currently done, another was to use
the back edge (i.e. the unsharpened side) as the reference. Referencing to the back edge
was not implemented because it is not very uniform in shape. With front edge
referencing, care must be taken in aligning the sample against the hard stops; excessive
(operator) force would result in large scale deflection of the fragile edge, resulting in
edge misalignment 19. This problem was minimized by using line contact hard stops
(0.090" contact length each side) to reduce pressure on the edge.
4.3.2 Measurement Procedures
The profile measurement procedure consist of the following sequential
operations:
1) load AFM probe and sample;
2) visually align the sample edge with the probe tip in the 'X' direction, and
lower the AFM probe onto the sample surface, then use the AFM
piezoscanner for fine lateral alignment with the sample tip;
3) scan the sample after setting the proper AFM measurement parameters;
4) flip the sample to the other side and repeat steps 2) to 3);
5) in the following sequence, filter, apply a 'deconvolution' algorithm, and locate
the sample tip from the edge region (do for both sides of the sample);
6) rotate the data by -a (the tilt angle) to reconstruct the sample profile;
7) average the data if desired.
The measurement procedure is covered in depth in a seperate thesis [Al].
4.3.3 Calibration Procedures
The calibration procedures for the entire profilometer can be broken down into
the followed catagories:
(1) sample 'flip' stage performance-- this mainly consist of measuring and checking
the repeatibility of the sample tilt angle a and the axial shift error 8y(using a
CMM and high power optical microscope / AFM, respectively), and
minimizing the 'X' direction offset upon flipping the sample (to be done by
precision grinding of the edge stops);
(2) 'flip'-X-Y stage-- calibration tasks here include aligning for straightness,
orthogonality, and checking positioning accuracies / repeatibility using dial
and an avaiable high resolution capacitive sensor, note that some of the
calibration data has already been provided by the linear stage manufacturer;
18The potential for higher measurement accuracy should not be dismissed however, given more time, the
two reference surface scheme should be investigated further experimental to determine what is the
maximum measurement accuracy that can be achieved.
19 In the current flip stage used on another instrument, the problem is made worse by the fact that the hard
stops have point contacts (i.e. dowel pins).
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(3) AFM calibration-- this includes items such as check of the scanner measuring
range and accuracy (linearity), and measurement resolution.
(4) total system performance-- this consists of an examination of the measurement
accuracy /repeatibility of the combined AFM / sample positioning system;
also examined will be the thermal drift and measurement resolution.
Due to time constraints, only preliminary results for (1) and (4) are presented in Chapter
5; (note that (3) and (4) are also be discussed in a seperate thesis [Al]).
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the detailed design of the sample positioning system was
described, with greater emphysis placed on the critical/unique features of the design. In
additional, metrologically issues were also touched upon-- reference datums,
measurement procedures, and calibration procedures.
5 Design Implementation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the performance of the implemented design is assessed through a
series of experiments. Due to time constraints, only preliminary experimental results are
presented, although it should be noted that the system is still being worked on at this
time to insure that all specifications are satisfactorily met.
5.2 Performance Evaluation
The performance of the actual profilometry system was assessed through a series
of experiments. Before plunging into details, three items should be kept in mind; first,
the primary focus of the experiments was to examine the performance of the unique
aspects of the system-- the novel 'flip' stage, and the combined performance of the AFM
and sample positioning stages. The performance of the AFM microscope and 'X'-'Y'
stages are not examined here because detailed specifications / calibrations have been
provided for by the respective manufacturer. A second thing to keep in mind is that due
to time constraints, only preliminary experimental results will be discussed. Thirdly,
actual sample measurement repeatibility and accuracy results are not presented here
because they depend on the data processing algorithm(s) used as well as the hardware;
the results for these are given in a seperate report.
5.2.1 'Flip' Stage
The performance of the 'flip' stage is examined in this section in terms of the
positioning errors listed in Table 3.1-- the tilt and roll angle error (Ey and Ex), the sample
edge shift error (8 y), yaw angle error (8x), and planar AFM probe-to-sample tip
alignment (Ez).
5.2.1.1 Angular Positioning Repeatibility (Tilt Angle Error ey and Roll Angle Error Ex)
The angular positioning repeatibility of the 'flip' stage was investigated in two
experimental runs; each run consisted of automatically flipping the sample holder from
one side to the other for 500 cycles and measuring the planar orientation of the sample
holder (both sides) every tenth cycle using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM), the
Brown and Sharpe PFx. The primary purpose of these experiments were to assess the
effects of wear on positioning performance.
The 3 -D plane procedure of the PFx was used for the measurements. In this
procedure, the spacial location of three (or more) distinct points on the sample mounting
surface 1 is measured and used to compute the unit normal vector of the best-fit plane2.
The angular orientation about the 'X' and 'Y' axis is therefore given by 8x = tan -(nx/nz)
and Oy = tan-l(ny / nz ). The PFx indicates position to 0.1 pm, so over a 15.2 mm distance(i.e. the maximum radial measuring distance on the holder) gives an angular
1When the sample holder is flipped over to the other side, the back surface of the holder is used for
measurements.
2 The same procedure was used for the concept verification experiments of section 3.6.2.
measurement sensitivity of - tan-l(0.1 Pmn / 15.2 mni) = 1.4 arc-sec. The CMM was
calibrated by measuring 10", 15', and 30 0 angle gage blocks 3 with ± 10 arc-sec. accuracy;
calibration results are given below:
Nominal angle Accuracy Repeatibility
100 144 arc-sec. - + 10.8 arc-sec.
150 57.6 arc-sec. = +14.4 arc-sec.
300 32 arc-sec. = 14.4 arc-sec.
Since the experiment was conducted over a period of hours, measurement drift was a
major concern. However, a series of 30 calibration angle measurements made over 2
hours revealed negligible drift.
The actual measurement was conducted for the 14' angle setting on the 'flip'
stage; results for the 100 angle are expected to be similar. The positioning repeatibility of
the tilt angle error (y ) and roll angle error (Ex) for the right side position are shown in
Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.4, and the results for the left side position are shown in
Figure 5.5 through Figure 5.8. The measured average angle4 (i.e. O6 and O6) and
corresponding standard deviations are listed below. The variation in the average could
be attributed to the fact that the stage was taken apart and put back together between
each run-- this can be eliminated thru the use of alignment pins and a final calibration
(i.e. do not disassemble the stage) once all modifications have been made.
Avg. Meas. Std. Dev. Avg. Meas. Std. Dev.
Angle (_fj for 08 Angle (Ox) for 0
1st Exp. Run (Right) 13.0498' 0.00940 (33.7") 0.04590 0.00770(27.7")
1st Exp. Run (Left) 13.17280 0.00290 (10.4") 0.03110 0.00190 (6.8")
2nd Exp. Run (Right) 13.04390 0.00590(21.1"' ) 0.07330 0.00570(20.7"1)
2nd Exp. Run (Left) 13.16980 0.01020 (36.9") 0.01890 0.00250 (9.0")
Interesting results were obtained. In the first experimental run, for the right
hand side, the angular positioning repeatibility for both ey and Ex was found to exhibit
an = 80 arc-sec. drift / wear over the first 500 cycles (see Figures 5.1 and 5.3); by
comparison, the left hand side (see Figures 5.5 and 5.7) displayed a much smaller
(almost negligible drift); this difference was attributed to two factors-- first, the holder
sensing limit switch for the left side was set closer to the clamping magnet than the right
side 5, hence the left side experienced much smaller/reduced impact wear. In addition, it
was observed afterwards that that the angle setting assembly on the sample holder (i.e.
the locator ball that is furthest out from the axis of rotation) shifted slightly in position
(on the order of 0.001" - 0.010") due to mechanical vibrations from the impact loading;
(note that from the geometry alone, a change in the radial length of 0.001" can cause an
angular change of 40 arc-sec.). This problem is currently being remedied through the use
of alignment pins with the angle setting ball assembly; also, vibration resistant screws
will be used.
38 and 12 degree angles were also measured as well, but this invol cd stacking two gage blocks one on top
of the other, so measurement errors are likely to be larger.
4 The average measured tilt angle is not equal to the nominal angle (140) because final grinding adjustments
have not been made.
5In the current design, it takes a lot of trial and error to set the limit switch at the position where the impact
clamping force is minimized; so it should not be assumed that this condition will be always present.
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Figure 5.1: Right side tilt angle error (ey) repeatibility (1st trial)
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Figure 5.2: Right side tilt angle error (By) repeatibility (2nd trial);
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Figure 5.3: Right side roll angle error (ex) repeatibility (1st trial)
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Figure 5.4: Right side roll angle error (ex) repeatibility (2nd trial);
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Figure 5.7: Left side roll angle error (E.x) repeatibility (1st trial)
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In the second experimental run, an angular positioning error repeatibility of + 20
arc-sec. was achieved (the target specification was ± 20 arc-sec. for Ey and ± 40 arc-sec. for
Ex) after a wear-in period of about 100 cycles, (by comparison, [B12] reports a 50 cycle
wear-in period). For this second run, it was suspected that the angle locator ball
assembly on the sample holder had settled into a final position, so the large drifting
problem observed in the first run was not present-- this hypothesis will be tested once
the corrective changes to the design have been made.
5.2.1.2 Determination of Sample Edge Shift Error (8y)
When the sample is flipped from one side to another, the sample must remain
aligned in the 'Y' direction to insure that the measured profile is representative of the
true cross-section. From Table 3.1, the target value for this misalignment error ( 8•,flip
offset) was <+ 1 pm. The magnitude and sources of this error were determined by first
profiling a small region of the edge which has recognizable silhouette features, then
measuring (with the built-in imaging processing software) the location shifts of those
same features in subsequent scans after positioning moves (e.g. 'Z' stage retracted and
then reengaged and / or 'flip' stage activated) 6.
In the first experiment, the sample was not moved, but the 'Z' stage was
retracted about 800 pm above the sample and then reengaged again; this was repeated 10
times. From the data, it was found that the 'Z' stage had a positioning repeatibility of =
+ 0.13 pm in the 'Y' direction.
In the second experiment, the 'flip' stage was activated (with the 'Z' stage
retracted and then reengaged, of course) 10 times. The positioning repeatibility in the
'Y' direction for one side (the right side) was found to be about ± 0.40 - 0.45 R m.
Assuming a worse case situation where the positioning errors are linearly additive, this
means that the 'Y' positioning repeatibility of the 'flip' stage plus 'X'-'Y' stage can be on
the order of =- 0.32 p•m.
In the third series of experiment, the total misalignment error was determined by
flipping the sample from one side to another (12 times), and observing the shift in the
'Y' position of a prominent edge feature. Before the experiments were begun, it was
noticed that flipping to the left side could result it the 'X' - 'Y' - 'Z' locator ball
disengaging from one of the three reference balls (this problem was suspected to arise
from the motor-to-sample holder coupling). Thus in the experiments, the locator ball
was preloaded against the reference balls by hand before measurements were taken; in
that case a y, flip offset error of = + 0.75 pn was obtained. Specific 'fixes' include
adjustment of the O-ring preload force, use a more axially/radially compliant motor
coupling, or put in a seperate preload force for the sole purpose of aligning this locator
ball.
5.2.1.3 Sample Edge to Axis of Rotation Alignment (Planar AFM Probe-to-Sample Tip
Alignment Error 6 and Yaw Angle Error Ez)
6 The high magnification overhead camera of the XL could be used along with a sizable two-sided edge
feature of a known size, however, it was found that the camera's center of focus can shift considerably in 'X'
and 'Y' when the depth of focus is changed (this is required because the stage has a z positioning error), so
this method was not used for precise measurements. This method can be use for rough estimates however.
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The sample edge is aligned to the 'flip' stage axis of rotation via. two flat stops;
the target goal for the alignment was ± 10 um.. This was to be achieved by first
observing the offset error using a Nikon 30 x magnification industrial inspection
microscope (equipped with 0.0001" (2.54 Im) positioning resolution sample stages 7),
then adjusting the stops using an Okamoto 8-20X precision surface grinder with position
readout to 0.0001" (the stops were initially machined with a 0.010" grinding allowance).
Unfortunately, the stops were grounded 0.002" over 8, thereby resulting in a 0.004" (= 100
pm) Sx flip offset. If the stops were precisely grounded, then edge realignment would be
much more precise; (the 'flip' stage has high radial position repeatibility).
Better alignment will be attempted by applying the above procedure to another
set of stops; this time, they will be grounded 0.002" to 0.003" undersized, with final
adjustment to be done using shim stock (available in thicknesses of 0.0005", 0.001", and
larger (in 0.001" increments)).
The yaw angle error was not investigated yet; it depends in part on the 'X'-'Y'
stage alignment as well as 'flip' stage alignment; this will be characterized once the
entire system is fully set up.
5.2.2 Total system performance
The 'Z' measurement sensitivity, thermal drift, and minimum natural frequency
of the total system are discussed in this section. In order to get accurate performance
assessments, actual scanning conditions / setups were used (i.e. profiling the sample as
close to the tip as possible, without going over the edge).
5.2.2.1 'Z' Measurement Resolution
The 'Z' measurement sensitivity (actually noise) of the profilometer was found
by computing the RMS roughness 9 of a 0.1 pm x 0.1 pm area near the edge of the sample.
An implicit assumption is that the surface roughness of this region is sufficiently low so
as not to significantly affect the measurements.l0 From an average of 15 measurements,
the 'Z' measurement sensitivity was found to be 6.5 A; this is in the same order of
magnitude as the AFM manufacturer's specified value of 2 to 3 A (the 2 A resolution is
achieved under the most ideal environmental conditions with the stiffest sample mounts
(e.g. sample is rigidly mounted to a heavy block of metal that is placed directly on the
granite). Another point to remember is that a 6.5 A (0.65 nm) 'Z' measurement noise
comprises a small component of the allowable vertical measurement uncertainty (ET2)
of < ± 5 n m; from an error budgeting point of view this means that a greater error
allowance can be allocated to other sources of error, such as thermal drift distortions and
AFM particular errors (e.g. piezotube scanner bending).
7 The much higher magnification overhead camera on the XL could also be used along with a two-sided
edge feature of a known size as a length unit; however, the grinding adjustments was done at a different
location, so this was not used.
8 Note that for machined parts, dimensional tolerances of ± 0.001" is considered high precision; in addition,
it was realized thit etvcZ a misalignment of 0.001" is quite noticable when the sample is observed under the
microscope.
9 See the long footnote on the manufacturer's specified vertical and lateral measurement noise in chapter 4.
10 Typically, the vertical sensitivity is measured using a sample with atomically flat surfaces (i.e. HOPG
graphite), however, because of the small, thin nature of the sample, it was afraid that mounting a graphite
sample (a large sample needs to be used because the graphite is fragile and flaky).
The 'X'-'Y' measurement resolution was not investigated due to a lack of a
suitable nanometer scale 'X'-'Y' long range calibration sample 11. This is currently one of
the major issues in scanning probe microscopy; [C11] cites holographic gratings and C60(with a 1.0 nm lattice constant) as possible distance / resolution calibration samples.
However, it is known that that the 'Piezolever' probes have tip radii of 5 20 nm, thus a
worse case lateral resolution of = 40 nm (i.e. the maximum tip diameter) can be expected.
5.2.2.2 Thermal Drift
By observing and recording the vertical drift of a 0.9 pm length single line trace of
a metal sample over a fixed period of time, it was possible to determine the 'Z' thermal
drift rate; the drift rate was found to be - 8 - 14 nm /min.12; better results can be obtained
by closely adhering to the guidelines listed in section 4.2.4.
The 'X'-'Y' thermal drift was investigated thru observations of the lateral drift in
the position of the sample edge over several continuous scans; the observed drift was
found to be negligible.
5.2.2.3 Minimum System Natural Frequency
The minimum natural frequency of the profilometer was found by exciting the
system with an impulse load (e.g. a sharp blow on the granite table with a metal tool)
while the instrument was profiling a smoothl3, flat area (e.g. the edge region of the
sample was used). By observing the largest non-zero harmonic peak in the FFT of the
scan trace, the minimum system natural frequency was found to be - 180 Hz; this is
comparable to the performance of other large sample size systems [C12].
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, the implemented profilometer system is presented along with an
initial assessment of its performance. Test results are encouraging because they indicate
that the implemented design is capable of meeting the original system specifications,
although much work remains to be done to insure that the system operates robustly.
11The relatively low rigidity of large sample systems makes it difficult if not impossible to obtain atomic
resolution images; in addition, atomic resolution images are typically taken over a few nanometers only
(because atomically flat planes occur only over such scale), making them unsuitable for long range
calibrations.
12The exact state of the profilometer system during the drift experiments was: 1) AFM electrical cover not
in place, 2) AFM optical camera lights left on, and 3) 'X' stage motor turned off.13This is to minimize the magnitude of the non-zero frequency harmonics in the FFT scan trace due to
sample roughness.
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Discussion
In this chapter, the actual performance of the profilometer is briefly summarized,
followed by recommendations for future work.
The AFM profilometer was successfully used to measure the profile of two-sided
samples. Preliminary performance testing of the sample positioning system shows that
it is capable of meeting the original positioning specifications-- in particular, the tilt
angle positioning repeatibility and the maximum allowable flip offset error (8yflip offset).
In addition, the sample positioning system was shown to provide the necessary
mechanical and drift stability for demanding nanometer scale measurements. At the
same time, specific problems (i.e. 'bugs') were found in the 'flip' stage (e.g.
disengagement of the 'X'-'Y'-'Z' locator ball from one of the reference balls).
6.2 Suggestions for Further Work
Much work remains to be done before the machine can be considered fully
operational. These include the following specific actions:
1) corrective design: fix the bugs (particularly the ball disengagement problem) in
the 'flip' stage and perform tests to insure the necessary accuracy, reliability and
robustness of the device;
2) assess measurement accuracy and repeatibility through sample measurements.
Lastly, based upon the experience gained with the 'flip' stage prototype, the
following design changes (to the 'flip' stage) should be investigated:
1) addition of damper(s) to the sample holder: this will lessen the impact wear on the
angle setting block / sample holder;
2) placement of the angle block sensing limit switches on the sample holder itself, this
will eliminate the need to adjust limit switch positions every time a different tilt
angle is used;
3) optimal clamping force / release mechanism: determine the optimal angle
clamping force (I suspect the current clamping force is larger than necessary),
alternately implement some sort of clamp release mechanism; these steps will
prolong the life of the rotation axis bearings and motor;
4) better / incorporate (other than tilt) angle adjustments: currently this is done thru
careful adjustments of the clamping screws, better alignment can be achieved
thru wedge adjustment cams.
Appendix A: Probe Alignment in a Two Probe AFM Configuration
(written 6 / 16 / 94)
At the first engineering review meeting, the possibility of a "two probe-on-one
scanner" configuration was discussed. This was investigated, with the findings
presented below.
Experimental Work
The alignment of the probe tips was investigated using the fixture jig shown
below, a Nikon 30x magnification industrial inspection microscope, and 4 mounted
Piezolevers (which were factory rejects-- probably, the ends of the probe tip had broken
off). To determine alignment, each probe cartridge was placed on the 3 ball kinematic
mount, and the X and Y position shift of the probe tip was measured with respect to the
position of one of the probes. Results are as follows:
Probe # deltaX deltaY
2 180 gpm 135 p.m
3 135 pm 135 p.m
4 157 gpm 135 p.m
The large misalignment in X and Y probe tip positions can be attributed to the fact that:
1) the Piezolevers are connected to large silicon blocks (from the micromachining
process) which have no reference edges, hence it is difficult to align the probe (and
maintain alignment) during assembly, and 2) the probes are affixed to the ceramic
substrate with cynoacrillate ("Crazy Glue"), so some shifting in probe position is likely
due to glue shrinkage. Looking at the data, it can be seen that there is good alignment in
Y; the large difference between the first probe and the others may be because the first
probe came from a seperate production batch. More probes have to be examined before
a definitive conclusion can be reached.
Using the alignment jig, two probes were aligned under the optical microscope to
about 33 and 15 p.m in X and Y, respectively. The poor alignment achieved was due to
the particular mechanical design used; better alignment can be expected with a flexure
type stage (to be described later). Note that when viewed under the optical microscope
with backlighting, a Piezolever is semitransparent (because it is made of a very thin
layer of crystalline silicon), with the location of the probe tip clearly marked by a small
black dot. Thus with a better alignment jig and higher optical magnification (with
sufficient depth of field, perhaps a few thousandths of an inch), the probes can be
expected to be aligned to a few microns.
Design considerations
Based on the experience above, possible mechanical configuration for the "two
probe-on-one scanner" design are described below:
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Confiugration Advantage(s) Disadvantage(s)
Two probes glued onto a + compact design - custom probe
single ceramic substrate configuration could be
costly to manufacture;
- if one probe is broken,
entire cartridge (both
probes) must be discarded;
Each probe mounted on its + probes are aligned - alignment jig (which will
own ceramic substrate; (probably to a few also be mounted to the
with the two probes microns); scanner) is likely to be large
aligned via. a flexure jig + if one probe breaks, the in size; significant design
(which is also mounted to other can still be used and experimentation work
the scanner) (because it is mounted on a required to insure that basic
seperate cartridge) AFM performance, i.e.
maximum scan speeds,
resonant frequencies,
rigidity is not
compromised.
Each probe mounted on its + relatively compact design - blade has to be moved in
own ceramic substrate; but (basic AFM performance X and Y by a few hundred
probes are not aligned; probably not an issue) microns (corresponding to
some method of + if one probe breaks, the the offsets)
determining the relative other can still be used
positions of the probes (because it is mounted on a
required. (Note that this seperate cartridge)
idea was suggested by one
of the company engineers)
Aside from the mechanical alignment problem, there is also the very important
question of probe calibration-- i.e. tolerance in probe performance). This needs to be
investigated in greater detail.
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Appendix B: Motor Torque / Speed Requirements for a Gimbal
Mount 'Flip' Stage
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AWPENDIX C: COMPONENT DATA FOR IPLMflENTCDO Psli/N
POSITIONING STAGES
Linear, Low Profile, High Accuracy
ATS100 Series
* Travel range of 50 to 200 mm (2 to 8 In)
* Designed for high stiffness and stability
* Long life linear motion guide bearing system
* Ultra fine resolution to 0.1 micron
j *• Average accuracy better than
Sa _ 1 micron/25 mm (+ 0.00004 in/in)
a- Integral bellows waycovers
51• * Low profile, compact design
The ATS 100 series motor driven linear stages provide
the high resolution and repeatability required for
S-. ..- semiconductor wafer testing and fabrication, automated
microscope inspection systems. and precision
micro-machining applications.
Outstanding Construction Features
ATS I(K) series stages are machined from a special cast
aluminum alloy to provide a high strength to weight ratio.
and long term stability. The base is a box design that
provides exceptional stiffness and stability. Optional
models with all-steel construction are also available for
severe temperature environments.
ATS100 series stages employ a precision ground
ballscrew. The ballscrew is pre-loaded to eliminate
backlash and the nut has wipers to prevent contamination
and maintain high accuracy throughout the life of the
stage. High quality, pre-loaded duplex bearings are used
to eliminate axial play.
All ATSI(00 series stages incorporate linear motion
guide bearing systems to provide high load capability and
high stiffness. The LMG design provides a compact stage
with continuous carriage support over the entire travel and
good cantilevered load capability. Integral wipers on the
bearing trucks help insure stage travel life in excess of 100
million inches. Highly accurate optical limit switches and
cushioned end stops are also standard.
Integral bellows type waycovers protect the drive and
bearing system from contamination. Metal surfaces are
protected with an attractive clear anodized finish.
Mounting holes on the stage table are i/4-20 on a one inch
square grid pattern or M6 on a 25 mm grid pattern.
HAL Option for Improved Accuracy
The HAL option applies Aerotech's- advanced motion
control electronics to the ATS100 stages to provide
submicron accuracy positioning systems. Each HAL
stage is manufactured to exacting tolerances for superior
61Z Dv...... U
t
(5
Shown with 50SMB2 Motor
straightness and flatness, then matched with a
HAL-capable Aerotech UNIDEX motion controller for
electronic compensation of leadscrew error. Every HAL
stage is certified for better than ± 1 micron/200mm
positioning accuracy and 0.3 micron bi-directional
repeatability.
Precision XY and XYZ Configurations
Multi-axis ATS 100 series configurations with optional
precision alignment to provide orthogonality within 5 arc
seconds are available. For Z-axis applications. Acrotech
provides a choice of L-brackets. The HDZI
accommodates stages up to the ATS I(X)- 125. The HDZI L
accommodates all stages in the series. See the Application
of' Aerotech Positioning Stages section for more
information.
High Performance Drive Systems
ATS I(X) series stages are available with microstepping
or DC servo motors. Speeds to 100 mnmsec are available.
depending upon the drive system. ATSI0(0 series stages
can achieve resolutions as fine as 0.1 micron with
microstepping drives. Servo motor equipped stages
include a rotary encoder for closed loop position feedback.
Encoder position verification can be added to stepping
motor driven stages to insure that the stage attains
commanded position. Encoder verification is available
with several UNIDEX motion controllers.
Vacuum Preparation
ATS100 series stage systems can be prepared for
vacuum operation to 10 torr. Drive components are
lubricated with vacuum compatible greases or solid
lubricant. Polymeric materials are replaced or removed
and teflon-coated wiring is used.
S.: German£CyAEOEH LT AEOC GMB 101h

ATS100 Series Positioning Stage Specifications
Basic Model ATS10H0-0 ATS100-100 ATS100-150 ATS100.200
Total Travel 50 mm 12 in)  100mm (4 in) 150 mm (6 in) 200 mm (8 in)
Mechanical Drive System Precision ground baliscrew
Linear Resolution (2mm lead) 1,0 pm (40 pin) 02000 stepsiev motor resolution (0,1 pm to 10 pim available)
Stepping Motor 50 mmanec (2insec) 100 mmVsec (4 inssc) with motor option 6 or 7
Max. Travel Speed ) DC Servo Motor 100 mmisec (4 insec)
HAL Option 25 mm/sec (1 in/sec)
M ryg Horizontal 22,7 kg (50 Ib)
Capability) Vertical 10,0 kg (22 Ib)
Side 11.4 kg (25 Ib)
Acura() Standard 2 pm (80 pin) 3 pm (f120 pin) 1 5 pm (±200 n) +6 pm (+240 pin)
HAL Option 0,5 (0 ±20n) 0,5 20 pn) ±0,75m (30 pin) 1 m (±40 pin)
Standard + 0.7 Wn (30 pin) bi-directional
HAL Option 0,3 pm (12 gin) bi-directional
DSerental Std. 2 prm/25 mm (80 pinin)
Straightness and HAL 1 P25 mm (40 in/rin)Flatness of Travel Maximum Std. 1 ,m (± 40 n)  2 pm (80 in) 80 0 ±in )  ,3 m (3±120 in)
Deviation HAL 0,5 m (30 pin) 1,0 m (40 n) 1,5 pm (60 in) 1,75 pm (70 n)
Nom. Stage Weight Less Motor 0,9 kg (2 lb) 1 kg (2.3 lb) 1.1 kg (2.5 Ib) 1.2 kg (2.6 lb)
With Moto4)  2.4 kg (5.3 Ib) 2,6.6k 5.Ib) 2.7 kg (5.8 Ib) 2.8 kg (6.1 Ib)
Material Aluminum
Finish ..- ..- g ....... re .w ich ir .i. s i .. . Sta e and Table Clear Anodize
Notes: 1. Non standard encoder resolution and/or screw pitch may limit speed to lower values.
Maximum speed with HAL option should be observed to minimize inaccuracies due to thermal expansion of the ballscrew.
2. Payload specifications are for single axis system and based on ballscrew and bearing life of 2500 km (100 million inches) of travel.
3. Values are maximum plus/minus deviation over full travel of stage
4. Add 0.7 kg (1.5 ib) for motor with tachometer.
Resolution Information
Resolution Encoder
Code TraveliStep StvepsRer Model
20; 2111" 1.0 m (tor 2 mm ballscrew) 2000 E500AS: ES00OLD
Home Marker
(stepping models only)
Notes: 1. Code 21 and 41 specify line driver-type (LD) encoders.
2. Assumes times-4 interpolation by controller for encoder models.
Ihru AT-200 ----
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Lvc and Lsc Cantilevered Load Capability (ATS 100 Series)
Drive Information
Motor
Code I Type I Model
1 Stepping
2 DC Servo
3 DC servo + Tach
4 I Stepping
5 DC Servo
I Cable
50SMC2N I nte ral
1035LT-DC2 Integral
t035DC-MSOF DC-MSO
S50SMB2 SMS-O
SMC
1035LT-MSOF DC-MSO
DCC
Driver
DM4001
DSL4020 orDS16020
(40 V bus: 4A)
Li .... M4001
U100M
DSL4020 or DS16020
(40 V bus; 4A)
U100S
6 •_ Stepping 1901SMC2N Integral DM4005
7 Stepping 101SMB2 SMS DM4005SMC I
i ,
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ATS100 Series Positioning Stage Dimensions
Basic Model A c D E F G H
ATSOO-150 8.60" 3.47" 1 .00" 2.84" 11.92" 14.02"
- - 218.4 i 88.5 25.4 72.3 302.8 356,1
10.60" 4.4r 2.00" 3.84" 13.92" 16.02"
ATl8-IOG - - 269,2 113,9 50,8 97,7 353,6 409
6.00 00" 12.60" 5.47" 3.00 4.84" 15.92" 18.02"ATS100-150 150.0 50.0 320,0 139.3 76.2 123,1 404.4 457.7
6.00" 2.00" 14.80" 6.47" 4.00" 5.84" 17.92" 20.02"
AS100200 150,0 - 50,0 370,-8 164,7 101,6 148,5 1 455,2 5065
8 a ." U.K. Germany *-101 Zet arve PitbrhPa53"87Poe 074 124 - h, O )513
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ATS100 Series Positioning Stage Ordering Information
Example: ATS100 - 50 -M -20P - 1 - 99/ NPA/
ATSOO1 .50 -U .20P -1 --9 -(pLV
Travel
50 = 50 mm
100= 100 mm
150= 150 mm
200 = 200 mm
Mounting and
Grid Pattem
M = Metric
U= English
20P = 2 mm/rev precision
ground ballscrew
1 = Stepping motor with integral cable
2 = DC servo motor with integral cablet )
3 = DC servo motor and tachometer with connectoPl1
!4 = Stepping motor with connector
15 = DC servo motor with connector (l )
6 = High torque stepping motor with integral cable
17 = High torque stepping motor with connector
Notes: 1. Servo motors require encoder (resolution) option.
2. Resolution option 21 specify line driver-type encoders.
Basic Model Description Price
ATS 100-50 50 mm (2 in) travel stage
with limits $ 2.375
ATSI0-100 I(X) mm (4 in) travel stage
with limits $ 2.655
ATS I()-15050 50 mm (6 in) travel stage
with limits $ 2.5835
ATS I(M-200 0(1 m1111 in) travel stage
with limits S 3.14(1
Options
-IHAL.
STEEL.
-VAC
High accuracy system
All-steel construction
$ 560
Add 15%
to base
price
Vacuum preparation to 10)• torr S 1.275
Notes: 1 Requires motor-to-contonrller cable. Refer to specification
section for proper cable selection.
Stage Assembly Options
Metric dimension mounting
pattern a d ho(les
English dimension mounting
pattern and hole,.
2 mIrnt/rev precision ground
balltcres
Stepping molr 50SNIC2N
with 4.6 m i15 lf) initegral cable s 150
IX ser1v motor 10.151 .T -)('2
sith 4.6 m 115 ft) integral cable 5 470
I)C servo nioor/tlach
101351)C-MNSOF% with lonnector ' 5180
Stepping motor 50SMI12
% ith connlector $ 2l95
DIX scro motor 10351 T-MSoF
Silh connector- J61
Stepping motor 101ilSM(2N
lthll 4.6 im (15 Il' integral cable I 415
NPAt •
PA 111/'
PA 111H"
PAYt l,
PA5Bt ,
Non precision X:Y XZ or
X YZ assembhl
XY assembly:
10 arc sec crthoeonal
$ 120
$ 6l0
XZ or YZ assembly lith
I.-hracket: Ill arc sec orthogonal $ 560)
XY awsembl.:
5 arc sec orthogonal
XZ orYZ assembly itlh
I.-bracket-: 5 arc sec orthoeonal 5
Notes 1. See "Standard Assembly Configurations" in the stage
application section for multi-axis assembly information
Accessories
Ii /i II
lIDZIll/
NIPItX)I
Right angle 1.-bracket
Right angle I.-hracket
Base mounting plate
$ 315
5 711
Sleppig Imlor till StMI2
with connector
Encoder and resolution
, 36-1
$ 295
I lonlc marker tone count per res l
for stepping motors only 5
Aperture table and base
Manual positioning knob
istepping motor only )
5 255
S 40
U.K 
Geran
*eOTCH INC AE.6 T ARTC4GB
101~~~ ZeaDie itsug A153-87Pon:(74 177 hn: .01)513
Phne (42 96-77 FAX (42 96-75 FAX (034 8102 FAX (011 52123
71
SerId Drive Screw Motor Option
SI
30
9L
Stage end
Aaeemwby
Encoder
Reolution(')
00 = No encoder
or marker
20 2000
21 = 2000(')
99 Stepping
motor home
marker
-A
-K
-HAL
-STEEL
-VAC
MP100/
NPA/
PAxxx/
-U
-20P"''
- I
-0.-211
0
'-'I'
,
--- ~--~
S560o

Axis Calibration - HAL2000
LABEL ON EEPROM / FILE: (TABLE ON PAGE 2)
CUSTOMER ORDER # I/ - / G,6 l
AXIS:
STAGE MODEL & SERIAL # ,Q 7 -a o (C'F c -- Al// )
MOTOR MODEL & SERIAL #
DRIVE MODEL & SERIAL #
RESOLUTION: , _ o (J. _ E
Laser Interferometer Model # !v p  .••- A•-',
OTHER PARAMETERS:
1. Torque on bolts 3 ,0 - ,,
2. Air Temperature .2 / c-
3. Stage Temperature / 9 '•'
4. Motor Flange Temperature V' </ c,
5. Stage Base Temperature . , ? C
6. Stage Far End Temperature A & '
7. Flatness Specification of Supporting Table - -, ,+ 4 / 1I" g4
8. Calibration Distance &dr e A ,i
9. Number of Calibration Points Y1e o
10. Distance from Ball Screw to measurement axis (Vertical) e,
11. Distance from Ball Screw to measurement axis (Horizontal) n
12. Maximum Operating Speed
13. Maximum Duty Cycle
14. Backlash _
15. Home Offset (Linear Encoders)
NOTES:
1. Any frictional heating of the ball screw is to be avoided to maintain
specified accuracies.
2. Thermal expansion characteristics of the ball screw are as specified
in the data sheet on page 3.
3. For linear encoder applications; accuracies can only be achieved from
the home offset position.
Calibration performed by: -- 6 -Date: , /"
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SPECIFICATIONS
Single Shaft RFK543AA RFK544AA RFK545AA RFK564AA RFKS66AA RFK569AA
Double Shaft RFK543BA RFK544BA RFK545BA RFK5648A RFK566BA RFK569BA
Holding Torque L oz-in (kgcm) 18.1 (1 3) 250 (1 81 33.3 (2.4) 58.3 (4.2) 115 (8.3) 231 (16.6)
Rotor Inertia oz-1n (gcm") 0 19(35) 0.30 (54) 0.37 (68) 0.96 (175) 1.53 (280) 3.06 (560)
r Rated Current 0.75 A / phase 1.4 A I phase
O Step Angle (Full) 0.72"
- Insulation Class Class B 1266'F (130'C)]
O 100MU or more under normal ambient temperature and humidity when the megger reading
Insulation Resistance between the windings and the frame is 500V DC.
Under normal ambient temperature and humidity, sufficient to withstand 1.0kV at 60Hz applied
Dielectric Strength between the windings and the frame for one minute following a period of continuous operation.
Power Consumption 24V DCilO% 1.1A.Max. 24V DCt10% 1.7A.Max.
Output Current 0.15 - 0 75 A / phase 0.17 - 1.4 A / phase
Excitation mode: Microstep
Photocoupler Input (optically isolated), Input Impedance: 220 U., Input Current 20mA max.
* Input Signal Circuit H : 4 - 5V L 0 - 0 5V
n Step Command Input
p I Pulsenput Pulse width: 1 •i sec. minimum, Pulse rise/pulse fall time 2 p sec. maximum. Motor moves at
u pulse rising edge (Negative logic pulse input)
S Directional Input
* g I Direction-of-Rotation input Pulse width: 1 p sec minimum. Pulse rise/pulse fall time 2 p sec maximum. Motor moves at
n pulse rising edge. (Negative logic pulse input)
II a
I R nAt Level "H'. a step angle will be selected between 0.72'; and 0.00288* as preset by Step
s Resolution select Angle Setting Switch RS1.
input (RS1/2) At Level "L', the step angle will be selected between 0.72 and 0.00288' as preset by Step
Angle Setting Switch RS2.
At H level, the current set by RUN potentiometer is supplied to the motor.All Windings OFF Input At L level. the current to the motor is cut off and the shaft can be rotated by hand.
s OutputSignalCircuitPhotocoupler. Open-Collector OutputSOutput Signal Circuit External use condition: 24V DC maximum, 10mA Max.
p n Signal Is output every time the excitation sequence returns to step 0. (Photocoupler is ON)
* Excitation-Timing Output 0.72'/Step (Resolution 1): Signal is output every 10 pulses
s 0.072"/Step (Resolution 10): Signal is output every 100 pulses
Functions Automatic-Current-Cutback at Motor Standstill, Pulse input mode change
Driver Cooling Method Convection Cooling
Motor lbs (kg) 0.55 (0.25) 0.66 (0.3) 0.88 (0.4) 1.33 (0.6) 1.76 (0.8) 2.87 (1.3)
Driver Ibs (kg) 0.79 (0.36)
Motor +14'F - +122°F (-10*C - +50*C)Ambient Temperature
Driver +32*F - +104*F (0GC - +40*C)
(D The value given for holding torque is the value operated by dedicated driver with rated current and 4-phase excitation.Q Dielectric strength for RFK54 DA type is 0.5kV at 60Hz.
17ý__ -

SPEED vs. TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS
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Advanced 2/4-Axis Open Loop Motorizer Controller
860-C2
* Simultaneous control of two or four motorized devices
* Advanced velocity servo provides continuously-variable
speed control
A high degree of load-independence provides excellent bi-
directional motion reproducibility
* Dynamic braking for precision start/stop
* Built-in Joystick port
* TIL/analog ports for automated control
The advanced Model 860-C2 Motorized Drive
Controller provides continuously-variable, virtually load-
independent free-running (RUN) and increment (JOG)
motions of two out of four axes at a time under manual or
automated control.
Motion parameters are easily selected and com-
manded by front-panel buttons and knobs or TTI. and analog
control lines. Front-panel indicator lights operate under
manual or automated actuation to show direction of travel.
limit/stall conditions. power-on, and RUN or JOG mode for
each axis. 860-C2 features a novel limit/stall protection
strategy with automatic back-off to protect motors and
gearboxes and prevent jamming. Its built-in universal power
supply provides world-wide compatibility.
Intuitive, responsive manual control
From the front panel, select RUN or JOG mode. dial-in
the desired velocity, and press and FORWARD or REVERSE
buttons to commence motion. JOG mode allows very short
bursts or motion which have been interferometricallyv
demonstrated down to 0.1 pm using standard 860iA drives.
860-C2 features a connector for any PC-compatible
game joystick such as our Model PMC200-J. This provides
especially intuitive manual control for one- or two-axis
positioning applications such as microscopy and probing.
Versatile automation features
860-C2 features TTL control, axis-select and status
lines plus analog velocity-command lines for setting speed.
Very fine incremental motions can be commanded by
pulsing the TTL lines.
Provided with each 860-C2 is a sample program -
documented in the manual - which allows motion execu-
tion directly from the keyboard of any PC-compatibei via th;l
parallel printer ports standard in any PC. By sending
standard ASCII characters out the parallel port, you can set
the port's TTL lines as desired to control the 860-C2. For
Macintosh users, free for the asking is a sophisticated
LabVlEW T- driver which provides jog. run and velocity
control and facilitates easy integration of the 860-C2 into
complex setups via National Instruments' popular MIO-
Series analog,idigital I/() boards.
Specifications
Device compl)atibility
Number of axless
Miinimun 860iA incretnt•t
860()A spleed ralge
Weight
Size
Power
C0ontrtol I)orts
Utility soitwaret
Ordering information
I)ual-axis controllhr
Joystick (801-t2 oiinly)
10 ft. inlerconnectivg cablle
U. S. Domestic Prices Shown
Simultlltaneus 2-axis control.
2 out of . total axes may be
0.2-0 5 pmi typical. .1 pmi
demonst( rated
0I- 111. 0 pin, svi I10.. typical.
I1-12 II). axial load
III - . - I inches
(2.1 . 2(1 3:. 1112 niim )
90111-132 180-230 \AC.
.17--:1 I z: mni'ets ICC 2018710 anid
VI) (1871 requiremients:
inclludes ..\C line filter
It-compatiblh joystick: 1)1-25
TTI, paralll i) cmntrol port:
I)M-9 analog velocity control
pirt
IP key('')board control (requires
cahlt. Ill IS 2.0 or liter):
I.,lA\ IEi\ 2.x driver (free oi•
rclitstl: reqliiri.s N\ilwpoirt
I. \-NII-MI( ) SIries or iequivallnti
..\ D I () lita. dlI
IModel 'I Price
80-0C2 $1.,118
PIC200-)-.f $ 168
8601(i(ll-(10 $ 15
9. 24
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MicroMol MOTORS
Stepping Gearmotor Series AM1524
a 24 Steps Per Revolution (step angle: 15').
" High Holding Torque.
" High Speed Operation.
a Available With a Variety of Gearheads Including Our 15/2, 15/3,
15/5, 15/6, 15/8, 16A, and 16/7 (Ratios 3.45 to 235,067:1).
" Double Shaft Standard, Single Shaft Available. cUIfLhJ
Actual Size
with Gearhead
Electrical Specifications:
For Type
Phase Resistance (Ohms):
Phase Inductance (1kHz) mH:
Nominal Current/Ph (2 ph on) A:
Nominal Current/Ph (1 ph on) A:
Back EMF Amplitude V/K steps/second:
Dielectric Test (1 min):
Electrical Time Constant:
Mechanical Specifications:
Nominal Holding Torque (2 phase on '):
Holding Torque (2x nominal current)( I)
Detent Plus Friction Torque ( ):
Absolute Angular Accuracy(2)(2ph on, full step):
Rotor Inertia:
Nominal Acceleration:
Resonant Frequency:
Thermal Resistance Coil-Air:
Maximum Coil Temperature:
Operating Temperature(3):
Thermal Time Constant:
Maximum Shaft Loading:
Radial:
Axial:
Bearings:
Maximum Bearing Play:
Radial; with 0.72 oz Load:
Axial; with 0.72 oz Load:
Weight:
V-6-35
35
15
0.15/6V
0.20/8V
6
Voltaae Mode
V-12-150 V-24-590
150 590
65 239
0.075/12V 0.037/24V
0.100/15V 0.052/34V
12 . 24
500 Vrms All Types
0.4 msec All Types
Current Mode
A-0.25-12.5
12.5
5.5
0.25
0.35
3.5
6mNm (0.84 oz-in) All Types
10mNm (1.4 oz-in) All Types
0.9mNm (0.12 oz-in) All Types
+ 3% of Full Step All Types
6.4 x 10 6 oz-in-sec2 All Types
130,000 rad/sec2 All Types
120 Hz All Types
55'C/W All Types
130'C (266'F) All Types
-20'C to +45C (-4 F to +113'F) All Types
220 sec All Types
0.5N (1.8 oz) All Types
0.5N (1.8 oz) All Types
Sleeve (Ball Bearing Optional) All Types
0.59 x 10.6 in All Types
5.9 x 10.6 in All Types
12g (0.42 oz) All Types
(1) With bipolar driver.
(2) Requires balanced phase currents.
(3) For higher temperatures, derate phase current.
-Specifications Subject to Change-
I I
?'
i `
C,
-oq
0q
0
C)

Stepping Gearmotor Series AM1524
3
4
A 2
+
Recommended Voltage Mode Driver (Motorola SAA 1042)
The SAA1042 drives a two phase stepper motor in the
bipolar mode. The device contains three input stages, alogic
section and two output stages.
* Drive stages designed for motors from 6 to 12V.'
* 500m/A coil drive capability.
* Built in clamp diodes for over voltage protection
* Wide logic supply voltage range. (Vcc=5V to 18V)'
* Accepts commands for CWICCW and HaltfFull Step
operation
* Inputs compatible with popular logic families: MOS. TTL.
DTL.
'Use the SAA1042A lor 24V motors
Recommended Current Mode Driver (Ericsson PBL3770A)
This PBL3770A is a bipolar monolithic circuit intended to
control and drive the current in one winding of a stepper
motor. The circuit consists of a LS-TTL compatible logic
Input stage, a current sensor, a monostable multivibrator,
and a high power H-bridge output stage The circuit is pin-
compatible with the PBL3717 industry standard driver.
* Half-step and lull-step operation
* Switched mode bipolar constant current drive.
* Wide rnage of current control 5 - 1800mA
* Wide voltage rnage 10 - 45V.
* Designed for unstabilized motor supply voltage.
* Current levels can be selected in steps or vaned con-
tinuously.
* Thermal overload protection.
MME089210K
Phase Direction of
A B rotation
+ +
+ -
Driving sequence
Full step
2 phases ON
·:.
: )",
Lithe U.S.A.

•I Stepping Gearmotor Series i
Dimensional Outlines: DYNi
AM1524-V-...
Voltage Mode Characternstics Shown Using The
Molorola SAA 1042(A) Dinver (24 vol version)
oz-in
.71
.57
.43
.28
14
0.0
·i·
i:I:
r-,
(I·
...
"·,B
.~c
:
i
•M1524
,MIC CHARACTERISTICS
AM1524-A-...
Current Mode Charectnstlcs Shown Usrog The
Encsson PBL3770A Dnver 18V
'ower
(w)
0.3
0.2
0.1
speed
S(rpm)
(sVts)
in s2)
oz-In s
21
Mechanical power
Ordering Information:
Example: To order a 6 volt AM1524 Motor with rear shaft intended to fit our 15/5 Gearhead, specify:
Motor AM1524 06 35 06 + , 141:1
Series DL-Desired Gear Ratio
Mode Desired Gearhead Series
V = Voltage Special Order Numbers (where applicable)
A = Current Shaft Type
Voltage/Current Options -_
06 = 6 volt
12 = 12 volt
24 = 24 volt
25 = 25 Amp
With rear shaft 04" = 1 5mm dia x 6.3mm shaft end
Without rear shaft 05' = 1.5mm dila x 6 3mm shaft end
With rear shaft 06 = E pinion for Gearheads 16A. 15/2. 15/3. 15/5. 15/6. 15/8
Without rear shaft 07 = E pinion for Geameads 16A. 15/2. 15/3. 15/5. 15/6. 15/8
d04 or 05 version required for 1617
Phase Resistance
35 = 35 Ohms (6v version)
150 = 150 Ohms (12v version)
590 = 590 Ohms (24v version)
12.5 = 12 5 Ohms (Current version)
Micro Mo ELECTRONICS INC.
742 Second Avenue S. I St. Petersburg, Florida 33701 I Phone: 813/822-2529 1 Telex: 807-982 / Fax: 813-821-6220
MMEO89210K Lithe U.S.A.
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0 1000 2000 3000 4000
400 800 1200 1600
........ Start-stop mode
Load inertia: 10lkgm- (1 41 x 10 oz-
Slew mode operation
Load inertia: 8 x 10"kqm' (1.13x 105

Stepping Gearmotor Series AM1524
60/ •60 \0
Ro 0
4x M1.65 (.059) deep
ON 010 (.394) B.C
Front View
~0
! (394)
5 .0 - 2 x .1 6 540 7.5 4 (033)
59) (1) 
(295) 60)
(0059) F
L 2
.3 REF (236)7)
248) (650)
Rear View
Motor AM1524 ...
. ).4 -6 Gear L1
M2 .e6 0", " ' . -o,3 . Ratio mm 
in
boar Sno ' d - 11.8:1 26.0 1.02
22:1 27.8 1.10
-:La 
27.8 1.10
76:1 29.6 1.17
141:1 29.6 1.17
262:1 31.3 1.23
485:1 1 31.3 1.23
900:1 33.1 1.30
Front View 1670:1 33.1 1.30
With Gearhead 16A 3101:1 34.8 1.37
5752:1 34.8 : 1.37
Gear L1
Ratio mm in
r.... . to ,o,, ,•, ,, , .et0o
"3('18) deep to mor t .... ..L ..t OF tO 2 ) 11.8:1 30.1 1.19
25board .l notn, j ( ) 0 006 22:1 33.8 1.33
2-56UlJC 8 . j 001) 41: 33.8 1.3376:1 35.9 i 1.41
f ..141:1 35.9 i 1.41
1 262:1 38.0 1.50
485:1 38.0 1 501. 92 • ,o 900:1 40.1 1.5810.92 1670:1 40.1 1.58
(4=30) L !' t0 _.142to 3101:1 42.2 1.66
, 559) 5752:1 42.2 1.66
10683:1 44.3 1.74
Front View 19813:1 44.3 1.74
With Gearhead 15/5, 15/6, 15/8* 68245:1 46.4 1.83
"15/8 Available with ratios 76:1 through 900:1 only. 126741:1 1 48.5 1.91
235067:1 48.5 1.91
202. 015-004 0160to 0 -00.00
A 2 o nentat)o, .,th ,spen 591) (630) 07-0015 o ,-c0e12
3 (118) deep to mo ,tor te ,ro (276) (118)board s not d.. ... . .. 2 8-1.02
- (.110) _
1092 .Ll050 14 2• 0 3
(430) 559)
Front View
With Gearhead 16/7
Gear L1
Ratio mm in
3.71:1 33.3 1 .31
14:1 38.0 : 1.50
43:1 42.1 1 1.66
66:1 42.1 1.66
134:1 46.2 1.82
159:1 462 1.82
246:1 462 1.82
415:1 50.3 1.98
592:1 50.3 1.98
989:1 50.3 1 981526:1 50.3 1.98
2608:1 54.4 2.14
4365:1 54.4 2.14
5647:1 54.4 1 2.14
17
Dimensional Outlines:

IB462 B 4 6 3
MINIATURE HIGH PERFORMANCE BIPOLAR STEPPING MOTOR DRIVES
FEATURES
LOW COST
SINGLE SUPPLY
HIGH INPUT VOLTAGE
tors or plug type terminal strips.
The IB462 and 18B463 are just two
in our growing line of high perfor-
mance, cost effective drives.
and off-the-shelf availability of the
IB462 permits an immediate cost
effective solution to an in house
design.
( +40V)
* HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT
(2 / 3.5 AMPS)
ISOLATED INPUTS
20 KHz CHOPPING RATE
ON BOARD PHASE LOGIC
PC OR CHASSIS MOUNTABLE
EXTREMELY SMALL SIZE
FULL OR HALF STEP
DESCRIPTION
Intelligent Motion Systems has suc-
ceeded in developing a line of mini-
ature high performance stepper
motor drivers for todays quality
minded - price sensitive market.
Recognizing the wide variety of
needs in a rapidly growing motion
market, IMS has responded with
some of the smallest, low cost step-
per drives available today.
IMS has included features usually
found only in the larger expensive
drives - single supply, optically
isolated inputs, half and full step,
and a chopping rate of over 20KHz
that eliminates audible noise.
Their small size make the IB462
and IB463 Ideal for PC board
mounting but they can also be
frame or chassis mounted and will
accept .200/.196 center connec-
A MINIATURE PACKAGE.:.
The 1B462, our smallest and lowest
priced drive, packs a powerful
160W in less than 3 cu.in.
...HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT...
IB462 will effortlessly output up to
2 Amps per phase.
...HIGH INPUT VOLTAGE
The IB462 operates from 12 to 40
Volts. This high voltage allows for
greater speeds at higher torque
without resorting to expensive
drives or larger motors.
The high efficiency of the IB462
chopper drives, along with its mini-
ature size, makes it ideally suited
to replace the less efficient LJR
drives. In addition, the low cost
HIGHER OUTPUT CURRENT...
With an output capability of up to
3.5 Amps / phase. The 1B463,
which is only slighter larger than
the IB462, can deliver 1.4 times
more power.
...IN A MINIATURE PACKAGE
Although the IB463 circuit fits into
an area of less than 3.6 cu.in., it is
capable of delivering a powerful
230 Watts!
The IB463 is ideal for those applica-
tions requiring more power, but
where size and cost are still impor-
tant factors.
q9
I
_~__ .. .
. • ,MUMMAIII

SP E CI F IC AT IONS
ELECTRICAL
IB462
INPUT VOLTAGE
DRIVE CURRENT (PER PHASE)
LOGIC INPUT CURRENT ( TO OPTO)
STEP FREQUENCY ( MAX)
+ 12 TO +40 VDC
0 TO 2 AMPS
7.0 mA (TYP)
40 KHz
MECHANICAL
I I~1 I. *I Is
0A La
L/
DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TEMPERATURE
STORAGE
OPERATING
* CASE (MAX)
-40 TO +125 *C
0 TO +50 *C
+80 *C
* EXTERNAL HEATSINK MAY BE REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN CASE TEMPERATURE
PIN FUNCTIONS
1. ENABLE 12. PHASE A
2. LOGIC GND 11. PHASE A
3. HALF/FULL STEP 10. PHASE B
4. STEP CLOCK 9. PHASE B
5. DIRECTION 8. V+
6. CURRENT ADJUST 7. GND
Iol
4
IB463
0 TO 3.5 AMPS I
i
I
r
i
" I
.- ~ ~ ~ A .... .. :. ,. II1
:, ~ ~ ~ ·i .'" . .:" :r. ,
. r .i . -. : ...
,,.,i .,

Ball with Concentric Blind Hole
Hardened Stainless Steel
This general purpose component is most widely used
by the gage industry.
They are used to construct ball bars, ball trees,
reference spheres, etc.
They make good elements for kinematic systems,
where this simple design can be applied.
( al -tec
1550 E. Slauson Ave.
Los Angeles CA 90011 USA
Phone 213-582-7348
FAX 213-582-0934
Copyright 1993, Micro Surface Engr., Inc.
o03
Part No. A-Diameter H-Diameter E-Depth
+.0001" ±.002" Reference
25-BBH .250" .0625" .125"
6.35 mm 1.587mm 3.175mm
312-BBH .3125" .09375" .125"
7.9375mm 2.381 mm 3.175mm
375-BBH .3750" .09375" .125"
9.525mm 2.831 mm 3.175mm
50-BBH .500" .125" .250"
12.700mm 3.175mm 6.35 mm
75-BBH .750" .125" .300"
19.05mm 3.175mm 7.620mm
100-BBH 1.00" .125" .300"
25.4mm 3.175mm 7.620mm

Truncated and Threaded
Cylinder
Hardened Stainless Steel
with extended glue line and tapped holes
D
I-'.,- - -C GI-- A
This design has a .005" deep recess on its flat surface that is made very rough by Electrical Discharge
Machining. When maximum reliability is required, glue may be applied to this rough surface to form a
permanent bond between this component, the machine screw, and the mounting surface.
Part No. A-Diameter B-Length C-Width D-Heighth Screw E-Depth F-Center
±.0001" Reference Ref. ±.002 Size Ref. Line
25-TCR-T .250" 1.5" .235" .167" 6-32 .125" 1.00"
6.35 mm 38.100mm 5.97mm 4.242mm 3.175mm 25.4mm
312-TCR-T .3125" 1.5" .294" .208" 6-32 .154" 1.00"
7.9375mm 38.100mm 7.468mm 5.283mm 3.91mm 25.4mm
375-TCR-T .3750" 1.5" .353" .250" 10-32 .200" 1.00"
9.525mm 38.100mm 8.966mm 6.35mm 5.08mm 25.4mm
50-TCR-T .500" 1.5" .471" .334" 1/4-20 .250" 1.00"
12.700mm 38.100mm 11.963mm 8.484mm 6.35mm 25.4mm
Because this cylinder is held from be-
hind with machine screws, there is no
interruption of the cylindrical surface.
This provides a smooth, clean working
surface.
The truncated and threaded cylinder is
our most widely used cylindrical com-
ponent.
The land left around the edge of the flat
due to the recess forms an extremely
stable mounting surface,
These hardened and dimensionally
stabilized stainless steel cylinders are
precision ground and machine lapped
to provide excellent cylindricity with
close dimensional tolerance.
13.
The highly-regular low micro inch
surface texture generated by the ma-
chine lapping leads to low hysterisis
and excellent repeatability
Two parallel mounted cylinders, held
in place by machine screws, form a
very high quality substitute forthe hard-
to-manufacture vee groove.
Copyright 1993, Micro Surface Engr., Inc.
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Appendix D: HTM Based Profiling Errors Calculation
The HTM based profiling errors calculation has two components; the first is the
error that results when the sample is flipped from one side to the other side, the second
component is the error that arises when the sample is moved to different locations along
the edge (i.e. move along the 'Y' axis). The example calculation below is for the top side
of the sample at one 'Y' location ('Y' = 0); it can be easily extended to the other side of
the sample and also to different 'Y' locations.
Numerical values for the error terms / constants of chapter 4's homogeneous
transformation matrices are given, followed by the explanations / assumption(s) made.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
HTM Ex Ev Ez a b c :i:,
m atrix* __ _. : i_: :_ _ _•:'_; ::: :
A1 1.004 0.288 0 x =0 0 1.53" ±.1142 .
(X stage) arcsec arcsec im :: 0105 0.0026
B 1 T2 0 0 20 0 y=0 0.74" 0 0 0
(Y stage) arcsec
C 2T3  20: 120 20 0 0 0.73" 0, 0 0::
(flip arcsec arcsec arcsec 10 flip
stage) •... . . _, _ _ ,_ _"__"._offset)
(AFM . .:
tip) <5
E T4 0 16.5 16.5 2.75 0 z = 3" 0.012 0.012 0
(AFM Z arcsec arcsec gm pm.
stage
* See figure 4.2 for location of HTM's.
Explanation / Assumptions
Al: change due to straightness error, data computed from X stage straightness
calibration data (see Appendix C); (i.e. compute the angle from the inverse tan of change
in straightness error divided by measuring height above table (1.75 in.);
A2: similar to Al, except done for flatness error;
A3: reference axis, therefore set to zero;
A4: position during profiling, same at all 'Y' points (i.e. along edge);
A7: actual incremental change in positioning error (i.e. leadscrew periodic error) from
calibration data (see Appendix C);
A8: actual incremental change in straightness error (see Appendix C);
A9: actual incremental change in flatness error (see Appendix C);
Note for A7-A9:
position error 8x straightness error 6y flatness error 8z
Maximum (from + 1 pm ± 1.75 gtm ± 1.75
spec) differential: differential:
1_lm/25mm lCpm/25mm
Maximum (from ± 0.7 pLm ± 0.6 plm + 0.9 pm
calibration curves) 
- 1.5 ptm
a07

Actual incremental + 0.1142 rm ± 0.01045 pm + 0.00255 pm
over 280 pm travel
at 141.22 mm
position (actual
profile location)
(total change / 2)
Bl: 'Y' stage does not move when one point is profiled;
B2: same as B1;
B3: estimated alignment possible;
B5: mid point of Y stage taken as zero reference;
B7: 'Y' stage does not move when one point is profiled; at different locations, est. for
error is 0.001"/6.25" (specifed straightness and flatness);
B8: same as B7, but (positioning error) includes 2.5 pm (backlash) and leadscrew
periodic error (not determined yet);
B9: same as B7;
C1: estimated angular positioning repeatibility of 'flip' stage;
C2: same as C1;
C3: estimated alignment possible (to 'Y' stage);
C7: assume when AFM tip engaged, alignment error is negligible; for worse case, use ±
10 p.m (target alignment);
C8: if calculate error for top side only, use zero, else
C9: no 'Z' reference, measured from located tip;
D1: no error for a point; angular error would come from AFM;
D2: same as D1;
D3: estimated alignment possible (to 'Z' stage);
D7: assume when AFM tip engaged, alignment error is negligible;
D8: zero because no 'Y' reference point;
D9: no 'Z' reference, measured from located tip;
El: assume negligible;
E2: angular error computed from specifed (Daedeal cross-roller stage) straightness
(0.00008 in. / in.); note that Daedeal engineer states that error can be larger (up to 45 arc-
sec.);
E3: same as E2;
E7: positioning error from straightness, assume only need to travel short distance (max.
150 p.m) during initial alignment, i.e. 150 p.m, so error is 0.00008 in./in. x 150 gpm = 0.012
urn;
E8: same as E7;
E9: no 'Z' reference, measured from located tip;
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